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ABSTRACT. This paper retraces, collects, and summarises contributions of the authors
— in collaboration with others — on the theme of Petri nets and their categorical
relationships to other models of concurrency.
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Introduction

Concurrency theory is based on a number of different formal models of compu-
tation, with Petri nets [66, 67], or just nets, as a prominent example. Other models
include the event structures of Winskel [94], the trace structures of Mazurkiewicz [43],
the asynchronous and the concurrent transition systems of Bednarczyk [4], Shields [83]
and Stark [84], just to name a few. Similarly, concurrency deals with an abundance of
notions for behavioural equivalence, with the bisimulation of Milner [50], trace equiv-
alence of Hoare [30], and pomset equivalence of Pratt [69] as prime examples.

During the past decade, attempts have been made in order to understand the rela-
tionships between the confusingly many different concepts within concurrency theory,
and many of these are based on the language of category theory. Our main goal in this
paper is to survey some of the main ideas behind this categorical approach to concur-
rency, and at the same time to present some particular categorical results for nets.

The first part of our paper is devoted to some categorical results on the behaviour
of nets and their relations with other models, whereas the second part focuses on a
categorical approach to the algebraic structure of net processes. In our presentation we
have chosen to treat (only) three different classes of net systems: the elementary net
systems of Thiagarajan [87], the semiweighted net systems [48], and place/transition
systems [72], but the approaches presented here are, we claim, applicable to any class
of net systems.

Let us start by a few general comments on the role of category theory in our treat-
ment of the behaviour of net systems. Fist of all, how do we relate nets to other models
for concurrency? Any model for concurrency is meant to model the behaviour of dis-
tributed systems at a certain level of abstraction, focusing on certain aspects of the be-
haviour, deliberately abstracting from others. Here, we shall attempt to classify models
according to their ‘level of abstraction’, and in stating and proving such relationships
we shall use the language of category theory — in particular the notion of adjunction.
In many contexts this has proven to be a convenient language succinctly expressing
such relationships, abstracting away from the details of the often very different mathe-
matical formalisms of the individual models. As the reader will see, nets relate nicely to
most of our chosen models, in the sense that one of the models ‘embed’ into the other;
‘embedding’ is formalised here by special adjunctions called coreflections.

As the reader will see, adjunctions and hence coreflections between two categories
of models, M0 and M1, consists of ways of translating from one model to the other, sat-
isfying certain properties. Formally, an adjunction is expressed in terms of two functors
L : M0 �M1 and R : M1 �M0, and a coreflection is a way of saying that M0 embeds
into M1 — with L telling us how to embed M0 into M1, and R how to project M1 onto
M0. This will be our formal way of saying that ‘M0 is an abstract version of M1’.

In Part 1, we shall show examples of such embeddings between our classes of net
systems and those of event structures, trace structures, domains, and transition systems.
These result are part of a greater picture of relationships between models for concur-
rency, see e.g. [97, 80, 79]. We have chosen to present a few results in some detail, at
the expense of the range of models covered.

It is important to notice that all our categories are based on notions of morphisms
which should be thought of as ‘simulations’. This view is supported by the fact that



they are all ‘behaviour respecting’, as formalised in concrete theorems. This means
that the existence of a morphism may be seen as a demonstration that one object (im-
plementation) satisfies another (specification), and hence morphisms may also play a
role in formal verification.

Once adjunctions are established between models, one may start comparing and
transferring behavioural concepts from one model to another, formally via the adjoints L
andR. In the final section of Part 1, we shall present on such example based on [35, 63],
introducing a general way of understanding Milner’s seminal notion of bisimulation
[50] across a range of different models, including net systems.

It must be noted that there is more to the categorical view of models than we present
here. For instance, universal constructs like products and coproducts serve as basis for
giving semantics to process algebras. The reader is referred to [97] for more detail.

In Part 2 we restrict attention to the level of single nets in order to analyse the
structure of their spaces of computations, i.e., the algebraic structure of their processes.
Of course, we keep using categorical tools, following an approach that can be said ‘in
the small’, as opposed to the one in Part 1 that — dealing with the totality of nets — is
‘in the large’.

The idea is, given a net N, to describe in abstract terms its concatenable processes,
a notion introduced in [18] to account for sequential composition of processes. The
existence of an operation of concatenation leads easily to a category of concatenable
processes of N, where objects are states (markings) and arrows are (concatenable) pro-
cesses. It turns out that such a category is a symmetric monoidal category whose tensor
product is the parallel composition of processes [18]. The relevance of this result is that
it describes Petri net behaviours as algebras in a remarkable way.

Here we recall some of the results of [77, 18, 45, 75] providing, in particular, a
construction that associates to each net N a symmetric monoidal category P �N� iso-
morphic to the category of concatenable processes of N. Such an approach is com-
pletely abstract, axiomatic, in that it is formulated in terms of universal constructions.
Namely, as we shall see, P �N� is the free symmetric strict monoidal category on the
net N modulo two simple additional axioms. The exposition is based on [77].

Most of the results presented here are based on work by the authors in co-operation
with colleagues. Our main contribution here has been to collect and reformulate existing
results, and to add a few new results as an attempt to obtain a uniform and coherent ex-
position. The results on elementary net systems and their relationships to other models
in Part 1 is based on various works by G. Rozenberg, P.S. Thiagarajan, and G. Winskel
in collaboration with Nielsen. The work on unfolding semiweighted nets and nets as
monoidal categories are due to Sassone in collaboration with M. Meseguer, U. Monta-
nari. And finally, Section 4 on nets and bisimulation is adopted from work A. Joyal,
and G. Winskel and Nielsen.

Part 1. ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF NETS

1. Petri Nets, Hoare Structures, and Trace Structures

We start out be considering some fundamental and simple classes of Petri nets and
their relationships to other models for concurrency. The theory of nets was originally a



strong source of inspiration behind the introduction of traces by Mazurkiewicz in [43].
Also, the relationship between traces and nets have been extensively studied, see in
particular the survey papers by Rozenberg and Thiagarajan in [73, 87]. The presentation
here is based on joint work with Rozenberg and Thiagarajan, [59], in which proofs and
details may be found.

1.1. Elementary net systems. Elementary net systems were introduced by Thia-
garajan [87] as a fundamental class of nets. His definitions were as follows.

DEFINITION. A condition/event net (CE for short) is a triple �B�E�F� where B and E
are disjoint sets of, respectively, conditions and events, F � �B�E�� �E�B�, the flow
relation, admits no isolated elements, i.e.,

domain�F�� range�F� � B�E�

where domain�F� � fx j �y��x�y� � Fg and range�F� � fy j �x��x�y� � Fg.

Let N � �B�E�F� be a CE. Then XN � B�E is the set of elements of N. Let x� XN .
It will be convenient to use the following notation.

�x � fy j �y�x� � Fg (the set of pre-elements of x)

x� � fy j �x�y� � Fg (the set of post-elements of x)

This ‘dot’ notation is extended to subsets of XN in the obvious way. For e � E we
shall call �e the set of pre-conditions of e and we shall call e� the set of post-conditions
of e.

DEFINITION. A CE net is said to be simple if for all x�y � XN such that �x � �y and
x� � y�, we have x � y.

DEFINITION. An elementary net system is a quadruple N � �B�E�F�cin� where

� �B�E�F� is a simple net called the underlying net of N.
� cin � B is the initial case of N.

Thus a simple CE net may be viewed as a directed bipartite graph with no isolated
or confused elements, and an elementary net system is a simple net together with a
‘state’ specified as subset of B-elements.

Presenting an elementary net system as a graph, following standard practise, the
B-elements will be drawn as circles, the E-elements as boxes, the elements of the flow
relation, F , as directed arcs, and the initial case will be indicated by dots (tokens) on its
members. Figure 1 is an example of a net.

As a model for concurrency, B-elements are used to denote the (local) atomic states
(or resources) called conditions and the E-elements are used to denote (local) atomic
changes-of-states called events. The flow relation models the effect on conditions by
an occurrence of an event, in the form of a fixed neighbourhood relation between the
conditions and events of a system.

The dynamics of an elementary net system are simple. A state (usually called a
case) of the system consists of a set of conditions holding concurrently. An event can
occur at a case if all its pre-conditions and none of its post-conditions hold at the case.
When an event occurs each of its pre-conditions ceases to hold and each of its post-
conditions begins to hold. Let us formalise this dynamics of net systems.
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DEFINITION. Let N � �B�E�F� be a net. Then��N � Pow�B��E�Pow�B� is the
(elementary) transition relation generated by N, and is given by

��N � f�k�e�k�� j kr k� � �e & k�r k � e�g

DEFINITION. Let N � �B�E�F�cin� be an elementary net system.

� CN , the state space of N, is the least subset of Pow�B� containing cin such that,
if c �CN and �c�e�c�� � ��N , then c� �CN . (Note that, whenever possible, we
use N to denote both the net system and its underlying net.)

� CGN � �CN ���CN �, where ��CN ���N � �CN �E�CN�, is the case graph
associated with N.

The case graph of N describes the dynamics of N by giving, for any possible state,
the diagram of the possible state-transitions.

Basic concepts concerning the behaviour of distributed systems such as causality,
choice, concurrency, and confusion (‘glitch’) can now be cleanly defined — and sepa-
rated from each other — with the help of net systems. The interested reader is referred
to Thiagarajan [87] for details. Here we just bring out a few important behavioural
concepts.

EXAMPLE. Let us illustrate by means of a few small examples how nets can be used
to model concurrency, nondeterminism, and enabling.

(1) Concurrency:
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The events e1 and e2 can occur concurrently, in the sense that they both have concession
and are independent in not having any pre or post conditions in common.

(2) Conflict:
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Either one of events e1 and e2 can occur, but not both. This shows how nondeterminism
can be represented in a net.

(3) Contact:
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The event e2 has concession. The event e1 does not — its post condition holds — and it
can only occur after e2. This illustrates contact. In general, there is contact at a marking
M when for some event e

�e�M & e�� �Mr �e� ����

As a further example, a critical region may be described as the elementary net
system in Figure 2, where the condition in the center represents a kind of semaphore
controlling the access (p’s and v’s events) to critical regions (c0 and c1) by the two
processes.
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1.2. Trace structures. An traditional way to describe the behaviour of a system
is to consider all the admissible sequences of event occurrences, the so-called traces of
the system. Essentially, this amounts to giving a formal language whose alphabet is a
set of events and whose strings represent the potential evolution of the system. Trace
structures, introduced originally by Mazurkiewicz [43] as a model for concurrency,
arose from a simple, yet powerful new idea: equip the alphabet of formal languages
with an extra structure of independence, interpreted as computational independence
between atomic actions. We recall this development starting with the following simpler
notion.

DEFINITION. A Hoare structure is a pair �H�Σ� where Σ is an alphabet (of atomic
actions), and H is a nonempty, prefix closed subset of the monoid Σ�.

Actually, such structures are called traces in [30], but we prefer to reserve the word
traces for the structures that will follow. Building on the definition of the transition
relation we may associate an obvious Hoare structure with an elementary net system.

DEFINITION. The set FSN of firing sequences of N � �B�E�F�cin� is the subset of E�

defined inductively as follows.

� ε � FSN and cin ��εi cin, for ε the empty sequence;

�
ρ � FSN and cin ��ρi c and c

e
��N c�

ρe � FSN and cin ��ρei c�
.

Observe that �� i is the natural ‘extension’ of ��N to fcing�E��CN .
For the elementary net representation of the familiar example of mutual exclusion,

we get the following Hoare structure

fε�w0�w1�w0w1�w1w0�w0 p0�w1 p1�w0w1 p0� � � �g�

One of the essential aspects of nets is that they allow an explicit representation of
the distributed nature of computations. For instance, in the mutual exclusion example
of Figure 2, the independence between actions w0 and w1 is represented, following our
intuitive understanding of the net, by the disjointness of their local effects. However,
as with Hoare structures in general, firing sequences ‘hide’ aspects of the behaviour of
a net system to do with parallel or independent activities. To bring out this deficiency
more clearly, we follow the original way of introducing independence between events
of elementary net systems. In net theory this relation is most often referred to as the
concurrency relation.

DEFINITION. For e1 �� e2 � E and c �CN , say that e1 and e2 can occur concurrently
at c — written c��fe1�e2gi or, when c can be omitted, also e1 co e2 — if c��e1i, c��e2i,
and ��e1� e�1�� ��e2� e�2� ��.

Thus e1 and e2 can occur concurrently at c iff they can occur individually and
their neighbourhoods are disjoint. Conflict is clearly the ‘dual’ notion: e1 and e2 are
in conflict at c if c��e1i, c��e2i, but not c��fe1�e2gi, i.e., at c either e1 may occur or
e2 may occur but not both. The choice as to whether e1 or e2 will occur is assumed
to be resolved by the ‘environment’ of the system. For the system N of Figure 1,
for instance, at the initial case e1 and e4 can occur concurrently. Consequently, the
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firing sequences e1e2e4 and e4e1e2 and e1e4e2 all represent the same (non-sequential)
stretch of behaviour of N. Also, e1 and e3 are in conflict at the initial case. Hence the
firing sequences e1e2e4 and e3e4e5 represent two conflicting (alternative) stretches of
behaviour of N.

The idea suggested by Mazurkiewicz [43] is to allow the modelling of such in-
dependent activities of components of system by introducing the extra structure of an
independence relation I on the action alphabet. For nets, following our intuition we
would relate two actions as independent if and only if they involve concurrent events.
Based on an independence alphabet, the behaviour of a system will be modeled in terms
of traces, i.e., of equivalence classes of

hI : the least congruence on E� such that e0e1 hI e1e0 whenever e0 I e1�

In our running example w0w1 p0 	I w0 p0w1 and the equivalence class of w0w1 p0 is
�w0w1 p0� � fw0w1 p0�w0 p0w1�w1w0 p0g.

Now, Hoare structures generalise from subsets of Σ� to subsets of the monoid of
traces, denoted M�Σ� I�. The prefix ordering of Hoare structures generalise to a prefix
ordering of traces, defined in terms of the following preorder on strings:

s�I t if and only if �u� suhI t

which induces the following partial order (prefix order) on traces:

vI ��I�hI�

that is,

�s�vI �t� if and only if �u�v� shI u�I vhI t�

In our example �ε�vI �w0�vI �w0w1�vI �w0 p0w1�, and the initial traces and their prefix
ordering are as shown in Figure 3. Notice that the extra modelling power boils down
to the presence of traces like �w0w1� in our example, representing actions w0 and w1 in
any (unspecified) order, and interpreted as their concurrent or independent occurrences.

We are now ready for our formal definition of trace structures. Conceptually, we
follow [44] where a trace structure is defined to be a prefix closed, proper subset of the
monoid M�Σ� I�. However, only for technical reasons we prefer in our formal definition
to work with such structures in terms of consistent subsets of Σ� — with the traces a
derived notion, as in Proposition 1.1 below.



DEFINITION. A trace structure is a triple T � �M�Σ� I� where �Σ� I� is an indepen-
dence alphabet, i.e. I � Σ�Σ is irreflexive and symmetric, and M � Σ� is such that for
all t� t � � Σ� and a�b � Σ:

consistency: t hI t � �M �
 t �M;
prefix closure: ta �M �
 t �M;
properness: ta� tb �M & a I b �
 tab �M�

We use the notation M�hI for the traces of T , i.e.,

M�hI � f�w� j w �Mg�

We may think of a trace structure as a prefix closed set of traces, in the sense that from
the axioms of consistency and prefix closure above, we get the following.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Given a trace structure T � �M�Σ� I� then �M�hI�vI� satisfies

� w �M if and only if �w� �M�hI;

� �w�vI �w�� �M�hI implies �w� �M�hI .

As will be expected by now, the information concerning concurrency and conflict-
resolution hidden by Hoare structures may be retrieved by associating with a net a trace
structure with concurrency as the appropriate independence relation.

THEOREM 1.2. Let N � �B�E�F�cin� be an elementary net system and let the indepen-
dence relation associated with N be

I � f�e1�e2� j e1�e2 � E & ��e1� e�1�� ��e2� e�2� ��g�

Then nt�N� � �FSN �E� I� is a trace structure.

PROOF. The required properties follow from definition. In particular, nt�N� is
consistent and proper by definition of the (elementary) transition relation.

For the net system N from Figure 1, Figure 4 shows an initial portion of the asso-
ciated poset of traces.
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FIGURE 4

The beauty of the trace semantics is its simplicity. One of the classical results
from concurrency theory is that the trace semantics is ‘consistent’ with an alternative
way of defining the behaviour of net systems in terms of unfoldings into processes (or
occurrence nets). Several results of this type have been shown [9]. The presentation



that follows is adapted from [59]. For the sake of convenience we shall assume here
that N is contact-free. In other words, we shall assume,

�c �CN � �e � E� �e� c �
 e�� �cr �e� ���

As we shall see later, this does not involve any loss of generality, at least for the study
of behavioural issues.

The theoretic development of Petri nets, focusing on the noninterleaving aspects
of concurrency, brought to the foreground various notions of process, e.g. [68, 26, 7,
45, 18]. Generally speaking, these are structures accounting for the causal relationships
which rule the occurrence of events in computations. Thus, ideally, processes are simply
computations in which explicit information about such causal connections is added.
Abstractly, the processes of a net N are ordered sets whose elements are labelled by
events of N. Concretely, in order to describe exactly which sets of events give rise to
processes, one takes a process of N � �B�E�F�cin� will be a labelled net of the form
Ñ � �B̃� Ẽ� F̃ �π�, where �B̃� Ẽ� F̃� is a restricted kind of a net (viz., finite, conflict-free,
acyclic) called a causal or process net, and the labelling function π : B̃� Ẽ � B�E is
required to connect the structure of Ñ to that of N in a suitable way. For a definition of
a process along these lines see Part 2, or, e.g., [73].

Here we shall define processes with the help of firing sequences. This will enable
us to build up the finite processes of N inductively. For a similar development of the
process notion, see [9].

For each firing sequence ρ, we will define a process Nρ � �Bρ�Eρ�Fρ�πρ�. In doing
so it will be convenient to keep track of the conditions that hold in N after the run
represented by the firing sequence ρ. This set of conditions will be encoded as cρ.

DEFINITION. Let N be �B�E�F�cin�. Then Nρ � �Bρ�Eρ�Fρ�πρ� is defined inductively
on the length of ρ � FSN as follows.

Case ρ� ε: Then Nε � ��������� and cε � f�b�φ� j b � cing.

Case ρ� ρ�e: Assume that Nρ� � �Bρ� �Eρ� �Fρ� �πρ��. Then Nρ � �Bρ�Eρ�Fρ�πρ�
where, for X � f�b�D� j b � �e & �b�D� � cρ�g and Y � f�b�f�e�X�g� j b � e�g,
we have

Eρ � Eρ� �f�e�X�g�

Bρ � Bρ� �X �Y�

Fρ � Fρ� � �X �f�e�X�g� � �f�e�X�g�Y��

πρ � λ�z�Z� � Bρ�Eρ� z�

Finally, cρ � �cρ� rX��Y .

It will turn out that Nρ as defined above is a labelled net. For ρ � e1e2e4e3 in the
system N of Figure 1 we show Nρ in Figure 5. For convenience we have displayed πρ by
writing the value of πρ�x� besides the graphical representation of x for each x� Bρ�Eρ.

In order to establish a relationship between the traces of N and its processes it is
necessary to define an ordering relation over the processes of N.

DEFINITION. Let N be �B�E�F�cin�.
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� The set of finite processes of N is PN � fNρ j ρ� FSNg, for Nρ as in the previous
definition.

� v� PN �PN is defined by

�Bρ�Eρ�Fρ�πρ�v �Bρ� �Eρ� �Fρ� �πρ�� if Bρ � Bρ� & Eρ � Eρ� & Fρ � Fρ� �

Clearly v is a partial ordering relation. The main result relating trace semantics to
processes is the following.

THEOREM 1.3. For N any elementary net system �PN�v� and the ordering of the
traces from nt�N�, i.e., �FSN�hI�vI�, are isomorphic posets.

PROOF. In [59] it is proved that f : FSN�hI � P given by f ��ρ�� � Nρ is an iso-
morphism.

1.3. A categorical way to relationships. In the last section we attempted to show
connections between net systems and other structures. Although it is apparent that nets
a more general, expressive, and powerful model, we lack at this stage a way to make
precise any statement in this sense. Is there a formal way of saying that traces ‘embeds’
into nets, that ‘nets generalise’ them naturally? More generally, how can we relate nets
to the other models? How do we establish relationships between models?

As we discussed in the introduction, we tend to classify models can for concur-
rency according to their ‘level of abstraction’ (see, e.g., [80, 97, 79]), that is, according
to those aspects of the behaviour of distributed systems they focus on and those they
deliberately abstract from. In stating and proving relationships between models viewed
under this perspective, the language of category theory as proven in many contexts to be
very useful, as it is capable of abstracting away from unwanted details of the individual
models and, therefore, of expressing the more essential aspects succinctly and in great
generality. Let us review very briefly a few key steps behind these ideas.



First, all the models are introduced as a class of objects, e.g., the class of net sys-
tems or the class of trace structures, equipped with a notion of ‘behaviour-preserving’
(i.e., simulation) morphism, making each model into a category. The role of the mor-
phisms is to make explicit (if and) how each single object relates to all the others. In
particular, as behaviour is preserved, (if and) how it can be simulated. This makes
explicit that central to our objects and, therefore, to the respective categories, is the dy-
namic notion of behaviour. Also, the very notion adopted for ‘simulation’ determines
what aspects of behaviour are important, i.e., what can be ignored by a successful sim-
ulation (the aspects abstracted away) and what instead must be preserved (the aspects
focused on). In other terms, the adopted notion of morphism define the abstraction level
of the model.

From this standpoint, the notion of functor is the first tool category theory makes
available to us in order to check the sanity of our translations from one model to an-
other. Essentially, it requires us to map objects to objects preserving all the existing
relationships, i.e., all the existing simulations. In other words, it requires to map also
behaviours to behaviours.

Tools much more refined than functors are the notions of adjunction and coreflec-
tion, central to many papers on models of concurrency and, in particular, to our pre-
sentation here. Let us briefly comment on their formal definition and the intuitive way
to understand them. Technically, an adjunction between categories M0 and M1, con-
sists of ways of mapping from one to the other and back, satisfying certain properties.
Formally, (see [42] for alternative characterisations) we shall express an adjunction in
terms of two functors L : M0 �M1 (the left adjoint) andR : M1 �M0 (the right adjoint
of the adjunction) satisfying (see Figure 6):

m0 RL(     )m0

(     )m1R

M1

f0
m1

(     )m0L

f1R (    )f1

0M
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!
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FIGURE 6

for each object m0 of M0, there is a morphism u : m0 � R �L�m0� (the
unit at m0) such that for each object m1 of M1 and each morphism
f0 : m0 � R�m1�, then there is a unique morphism f1 : L�m0� � m1,
such that f0 � R� f1��u.

In other terms, for each m0 �M0, L�m0� is a ‘special’ object of M1 in the sense that all
the maps from m to objects of the kind R�m1� in M0 come exactly and unambiguously
from maps from L�m0� to m1 in M1. Moreover, all such maps can be factored in the
image of R via u : m0 � R � L�m0�, a ‘special’ map that m0 comes equipped with.
Reading system for object and simulation for morphism, this definition has an evident
significance in computational terms.



If all units of an adjunction are isomorphisms, then the adjunction is called a core-
flection. This essentially means that no information is lost moving from M0 to M1, as
the identity of objects is retained and recovered back by R. It follows from the defini-
tion that the left adjoint L of a coreflection is always full and faithful, i.e., an embedding.
In other words, we may think of M0 as a coreflective full subcategory of M1 (the one
identified by the image of L), and of L as the inclusion M0 ��M1, whereas R tells us
how to project M1 back onto M0.

Paraphrasing this situation in terms of categories of models, behaviours and sim-
ulations, we can say that R selects for each m �M1 its best possible abstract ‘approx-
imation’ in M0. That is, an object R�m� � M0 together with a simulation R�m�� m
such that any other R�m��� m factors as R�m��� R�m�� m.

So much for the formal definition. In the following the existence of a coreflection
of M0 into M1 will be our formal way of saying that ‘M0 is an abstract version of M1’.

We therefore start by turning our models into a categories by defining appropriate
notions of morphisms. Morphisms of languages are simply functions on their alphabets
which send strings in one language to strings in another.

DEFINITION. A function λ : Σ� Σ� extends to strings by definingbλ�sα� �bλ�s�λ�α��
A morphism of Hoare structures �H�Σ� � �H ��Σ�� consists of a function λ : Σ� Σ�

such that �s �H�bλ�s� � H �.
We write H for the category of Hoare structures with the above understanding of mor-
phisms, where composition is our usual composition of functions.

Before we continue, let us comment briefly on our choice of morphisms — on
Hoare structures as well as on all other models considered in this paper. In much of
the literature, more liberal notions of morphisms are used, based on partial (rather than
total) functions on the labelling sets. These more general morphisms have the advan-
tage that many useful combinators (e.g., parallel composition) may be expressed as
universal constructions in the corresponding categories of models. Furthermore, they
may be thought of as specifying correctness properties: the ‘correctness’ of the mutual
exclusion example, for instance, follows by the fact that the partial function λ from
the alphabet of actions, which is undefined for fw0�w1g and the identity function for
all other action symbols, is a morphism from the Hoare structure of the mutual exclu-
sion example to the Hoare structure consisting of all prefixes of the regular language
�p0c0v0 � p1c1v1�

�. However, we have chosen here to restrict ourselves to morphisms
based on total functions, purely as an attempt to simplify our presentation technically.

Similarly, morphisms between trace structures are morphisms between the under-
lying languages which preserve independence.

DEFINITION. A morphism of trace structures �M�Σ� I� � �M��Σ�� I�� consists of a
function λ : Σ� Σ� which

preserves independence: α I β implies λ�α� I� λ�β�, for all α�β � Σ;
preserves strings: s �M implies bλ�s� �M�, for all strings s.

This, with the usual composition of functions definesT, the category of trace structures.



It is easy to see that morphisms of trace structures preserve traces and the ordering
between them.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let λ : �M�Σ� I�� �M��Σ�� I�� be a morphism of trace structures.

If s�I t in the trace structure �M�Σ� I� thenbλ�s��I�
bλ�t� in �M��Σ�� I��.

It follows thatbλ defines a monote function from �M�hI �vI� to �M��hI� �vI��. Con-
cerning nets, we consider the following definition.

DEFINITION. Let N � �B�E�F�cin� and N� � �B��E ��F ��c�in� be elementary net sys-
tems. A morphism �β�η� : N � N� consists of a relation β � B�B�, such that βop is a
partial function B� � B, and a function η : E � E � such that

��b�b�� � β� b � cin 
 b� � c�in� β��e� � �η�e�� β�e�� � η�e���

Thus morphisms on nets preserve initial cases and events when defined. A mor-
phism �β�η� : N � N� expresses how occurrences of events and conditions in N induce
occurrences in N �. Morphisms on nets preserve behaviour.

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let N � �B�E�F�cin� and N � � �B��E ��F ��c�in� be elementary nets
and �β�η� : N � N� a morphism.

� If c ��ei c� in N, then fβ�c� ��η�e�i fβ�c
�� in N�, for fβ�c� � β�c�� �c�inrβ�cin��.

� If �e�1�
�e�2 �� in N, then �η�e1�

�� �η�e2�
� �� in N�.

PROOF. It is easily seen that �η�e� � β��e� and that η�e�� � β�e�� for all events
e of N. Observe too that because βop is a partial function, β in addition preserves
intersections and set differences. These observations mean that β�c� ��η�e�i β�c�� in N�

follows from the assumption that c ��ei c� in N, and that independence is preserved.

DEFINITION. Let EN denote the category of elementary net systems and their mor-
phisms under the obvious componentwise composition of morphisms, e.g., the compo-
sition of �β0�η0� : N0 � N1 and �β1�η1� : N1 � N2 is �β1 �β0�η1 �η0� : N0 � N2

This choice of morphisms for elementary net systems may not be as obvious and
intuitively clear as the those for the other models we consider. Indeed alternative cat-
egories of net systems have been studied — see, e.g., [93, 45, 12, 48, 97]. Here we
just remark that Proposition 1.5 proves that these morphisms preserve behaviour (and
concurrency), a fact that has been explored by, e.g. [11], where such morphism have
been used to express correctness properties. Also, we note that the derived notion of
isomorphism becomes identity up to names of conditions and events.

THEOREM 1.6. The construction that maps N � �B�E�F�cin� to the Hoare structure
�FSN �E� extends to a functor nh from EN to H.

THEOREM 1.7. The trace semantics nt extends to a functor nt from EN to T.

However, these functors are not part of any adjunction. Following our discussion
above, one would expect a formal result embedding T in EN, but for this to be the case
it turns out that one needs a more abstract semantics. The reason why nt is too concrete
is that it preserves information about event ‘identities’. As we shall see in the next
section, forgetting these will help yielding a ‘nice’ (read ‘universal’) unfolding of EN
into event structures.



2. Petri Nets, Event Structures, and Domains

Consider again the prefix ordering of traces introduced above. What can be said
about their structure and properties? In this section we shall provide a characterisation
of such orderings in terms of a well-known class of Scott domains [81, 6]. Moreover,
in the process of doing so, we shall also show that they arise exactly as the orderings
associated with the dynamics of another well-known model for concurrency: the event
structures, originally introduced in [57].

2.1. Event structures. The prefix ordering of the strings of a Hoare structure —
which is in fact a tree ordering — may also be viewed as a structure over action occur-
rences, where individual occurrences may be either ordered, i.e., following each other
in time in the same computation, or not, i.e., belong to different computations. Event
structures may be seen as a generalisation of such structures, allowing a third relation-
ship between occurrences, that of concurrency, i.e., belonging to the same computation,
but without any causal/temporal ordering.

DEFINITION. Define an event structure to be a structure �E���#� consisting of a set
E, of events which are partially ordered by �, the causal dependency relation, and a
binary, symmetric, irreflexive relation #� E�E, the conflict relation, which satisfy for
all e�e��e�� � E

fe� j e� � eg is finite� e # e� � e�� �
 e # e���

Say two events e�e� � E are concurrent, and write e co e�, if ��e� e� or e� � e or e # e��.
Write �� for #�1E , i.e., the reflexive closure of the conflict relation.

The finiteness assumption restricts attention to discrete processes where an event
occurrence depends only on finitely many previous occurrences. The axiom on the
conflict relation expresses that if two events causally depend on events in conflict then
they too are in conflict.

Guided by our interpretation we can formulate a notion of computation state of an
event structure �E���#�. Taking a computation state of a process to be represented by
the set x of events which have occurred in the computation, we expect that

e� � x & e� e� �
 e � x�

i.e., if an event has occurred then all events on which it causally depends have occurred
too, and also that

�e�e� � x� ��e # e���

i.e., two conflicting events cannot occur together in the same computation.

DEFINITION. Let �E���#� be an event structure. Its configurations, D�E���#�, are
those subsets x� E which are

conflict-free: �e�e� � x� ��e # e��;

downwards-closed: �e�e�� e� � e � x �
 e� � x.

In particular, define bec� fe� � E j e� � eg, which is a configuration, as it is downward-
closed and conflict-free. Write D0�E���#� for the set of finite configurations.



The important relations associated with an event structure can be recovered from
its finite configurations (or indeed similarly from its configurations).

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let �E���#� be an event structure. Then

� e� e� if and only if �x �D0�E���#�� e� � x �
 e � x;

� e # e� if and only if �x �D0�E���#�� e � x �
 e� �� x;

� e co e� if and only if �x�x� �D0�E���#� such that

e � xr x� & e� � x�r x & x� x� �D0�E���#��

Events manifest themselves as atomic jumps from one configuration to another,
and later it will follow that we can regard such jumps as transitions in the case graph
associated with a net system.

DEFINITION. Let �E���#� be an event structure and x�x� be configurations. Write

x
e
�� x� if and only if e �� x & x� � x�feg�

PROPOSITION 2.2. Two events e0�e1 of an event structure are in the concurrency re-
lation co if and only if there exist configurations x�x0�x1�x� such that

x�

x0

e1 ������
x1

e0������

x
e0

������ e1

������

Morphisms on event structures are defined as follows [92, 91]:

DEFINITION. Let ES � �E���#� and ES� � �E �����#�� be event structures. A mor-
phism from ES to ES� consists of a function η : E � E � on events which satisfies

x �D�ES� �
 η�x� �D�ES��

�e0�e1 � x� η�e0� � η�e1� �
 e0 � e1�

A morphismη : ES�ES� between event structures expresses how behaviour in ES
determines behaviour in ES�. The function η expresses how the occurrence of events in
ES implies the simultaneous occurrence of events in ES�; the fact that η�e� � e� can be
understood as expressing that the event e� is a ‘component’ of the event e and, in this
sense, that the occurrence of e implies the simultaneous occurrence of e�. If two distinct
events in ES have the same image in ES� under η then they cannot belong to the same
configuration.

Morphisms of event structures preserve the concurrency relation. This is a simple
consequence of Proposition 2.2, showing how the concurrency relation holding between
events appears as a ‘little square’ of configurations.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let E be an event structure with concurrency relation co and E �

an event structure with concurrency relation co�. Let η : E �E � be a morphism of event
structures. Then, for any events e0�e1 of E,

e0 co e1 �
 η�e0� co� η�e1��



Morphisms between event structures can be described more directly in terms of the
causality and conflict relations of the event structure.

PROPOSITION 2.4. A morphism of event structures from �E���#� to �E �����#�� is a
function η : E � E � such that

� bη�e�c � η�bec�,

� η�e0� ��
� η�e1� �
 e0 �� e1.

Let E denote the category of event structures with morphism as described above
and composition named composition of functions.

2.2. Event structures and domains. Let us turn our attention to the class of par-
tial orders corresponding with the orderings of configurations of event structures. The
characterisation given below in terms of special Scott domains has been originally for-
mulated in [57].

In the following, we shall need a few standard definitions from domain theory. For
�D�v� a partial order and X a subset of D, we write as usual

F
X for the least upper

bound of X , when it exists.

DEFINITION. Let �D�v� be a partial order. A complete prime of D is an element p�D
such that

pv
G

X �
 �x � X � pv x

for any set X for which
F

X exists.

DEFINITION. For �D�v� a partial and d0�d1 �D, we say that d1 covers d0, in symbols
d0 � d1, if and only if d0 � d1 and, for every d,

d0 v d v d1 �
 d � d0 or d � d1�

DEFINITION. Let �D�v� be a partial order. We say that D is

� bounded complete if all subsets X � D which have an upper bound in D have a
least upper bound

F
X in D.

� coherent if all subsets X � D which are pairwise bounded (i.e., such that all
pairs of elements d0�d1 � X have upper bounds in D), have least upper boundsF

X in D. (Note that coherence implies bounded completeness).
� prime algebraic if

x �
G
fpv x j p is a complete primeg�

for all x �D. If furthermore the sets

fpv q j pis a complete primeg

are always finite when q is a complete prime, then D is said to be finitary.

A prime algebraic domain domain is a bounded complete and prime algebraic partial
order.

THEOREM 2.5. Let �E���#� be an event structure. The partial order �D�E���#����,
that we shall indicate simply as D�E���#�, is a coherent, finitary, prime algebraic
domain whose complete primes are the fbec j e � Eg.



PROOF. See [57, 95].

Conversely, any coherent, finitary, prime algebraic domain is associated with the
partial order of configurations of event structures.

THEOREM 2.6. Let �D�v� be a coherent, finitary, prime algebraic domain. Define
P r�D�v� as the event structure �E���#�

E � the complete primes of �D�v�

� � is the restriction of v to E

# � f�x�y� � E�E j xt y does not exist in Dg

Then �D�v� and D�E���#� are isomorphic partial orders.

PROOF. See [57].

Actually, the relationship between event structures and coherent, finitary prime al-
gebraic domains is very strong, in that they are equivalent: one can be used to represent
the other. This may be formalised also in terms of a categorical equivalence between
D and a category of coherent, finitary prime algebraic domains equipped with stable
functions as morphisms.

THEOREM 2.7. Let D denote the category of coherent, finitary prime algebraic do-
mains with morphism functions f : �D0�v0�� �D1�v1� satisfying:

additivity: for all x�y �D0 such that xt y exists, f �xt y� � f �x�t f �y�;

stability: for all x�y � D0 such that xt y exists, f �xu y� � f �x�u f �y�;

covering preserving: for all x�y � D0� if x �0 y then f �x� �1 f �y�.

Then D and E are equivalent categories.

PROOF. One can prove that D and P r can be extended to functors that form an
equivalence of categories. See [95].

Getting back to trace structures, we may now formulate a functor, which in essence
performs the abstraction from identities of events mentioned previously, and based on
this a universal form of unfolding elementary nets into D (and hence E).

THEOREM 2.8. Given a trace structure T � �M�Σ� I� then td�T � � �M�hI�vI� is a
coherent, finitary prime algebraic domain, and td extends to a functor from Tto D.

PROOF. See [97].

The following is the result announced at the end of the previous section.

THEOREM 2.9. td �nt is the right adjoint of a coreflection between EN and D.

PROOF. The proof of this is rather involved, but may be found in [61], and for
more general forms of net systems in [97] and [33].



2.3. Semiweighted nets. Having introduced event structures and used them as a
‘bridge’ across elementary net systems, trace structures and domains, we now set out
to study the relationships between nets and event structures directly, by means of a
so-called unfolding construction.

Such an approach to net systems was devised in [57, 94] for the category safe nets
and extended in [48, 46] to the more generous category of semiweighted nets. Infor-
mally, it consists of a coreflection of event structures into nets to whose right adjoint,
the ‘unfolding’, is obtained by ‘unrolling’ the ‘dynamic’ structure of nets to the ‘static’
structure of event structures. In other words, it amounts to ‘compiling’ transitions to
events, so yielding a fine-grain description of the causal interaction between the com-
ponents of a computation, as such interactions must be resolved to the global, static
relations of causality and conflict of event structures. Under this translation events are
to be thought of as unique occurrences of transitions which bear unique, static causal
links to each other.

The unfolding construction factors via a coreflection through Occ, the category of
occurrence nets [57], so yielding the following global picture, where�� is the inclusion
functor, and the lower arrows are left adjoints.

SWNets ��

U� �

Occ
�

�oo

��

E� �

E
�

�oo
N � �

��

D� �

D
�

�oo
P r� �

In presenting these results, we shall follow closely [48]. Let us start by generalising the
class of nets we consider.

The first generalisation is to pass from condition/event to place/transition nets, i.e.,
to allow markings to be multisets (rather than sets) of places. The state of a net is now
thought as a distribution of resources (‘tokens’) in places. Differently from conditions,
that may simply hold or not, resources may be absent, but also present in multiple
copies.

The flow relation F of elementary nets can be equivalently formalised by a pair
of functions �� ��� �� : E � Pow�B� assigning to each event its pre- and post-set of
conditions. In the same way, the structure of a place/transition net can be equivalently
described by generalising F to a multirelation or by a pair of functions assigning pre-
and post-multisets to transitions. Following [45], we choose here this second way.

In the following we shall denote by µ�S� the monoid of multisets of S. Recall that
a multiset is a function from S to ω and that the sum µ1 � µ2 is the multiset µ such
that µ�s� � µ1�s��µ2�s�, for all s � S. Often, we represent µ � µ�S� as a formal sum
∑µ�si� � si where only the si � S such that µ�si� � 0 appear; the empty multiset will be
denoted by 0.

DEFINITION. A place/transition net (PT for short) is a structure

N � �preN �postN : TN � µ�SN��

where SN is a set whose elements are called places, TN is a set whose elements are called
transitions, preN and postN are functions which assign to each transition, respectively,
a source (or pre-set) and a target (or post-set) multiset of places, For t � TN , we write
t : u� v to indicate that preN�t� � u and postN�t� � v.



A morphism of nets f : N0 � N1 consists of a pair of functions

h ft : TN0 � TN1 � fp : µ�SN0�� µ�SN1�i�

where the place component f p is a monoid homomorphism, which respect initial mark-
ing and source and target, i.e., the two diagrams below commute.

TN0

preN0
��

ft

��

µ�SN0�

fp

��

TN1 preN1

�� µ�SN1�

TN0

postN0
��

ft

��

µ�SN0�

fp

��

TN1 postN1

�� µ�SN1�

Explicitly, ft and fp are such that:

preN1
� ft � fp �preN0

� and postN1
� ft � fp �postN0

This, with the obvious componentwise composition of morphisms, defines the category
PTNets.

A PT net is thus a graph whose arcs are the transitions and whose nodes are the
multisets on the set of places, i.e., markings of the net. As usual, transitions have
pre- and post-sets, i.e., sources and targets, in which each place has only finitely many
tokens, i.e., finite multiplicity. The same applies to markings. Finally, morphisms of
PT nets are graph morphisms in the precise sense of preserving source and target of
transitions. In addition, they respect the monoidal structure of multisets, which simply
boils down to saying that f p�0� � 0 and that f p�µ1�µ2� � fp�µ1�� fp�µ2� for each pair
of multisets µ1�µ2 � µ�SN0�.

In the following we shall consider the category of those PT nets whose initial
markings and whose post-sets are sets, as opposed to multisets. Since weights are
allowed only on the arcs from places to transitions, they are referred to as semiweighted
nets [48].

DEFINITION. A PT net N is semiweighted (SW for short) is for all t � TN , postN�t� is
a set. Moreover, we assume the standard constraint that preN�t� �� 0. A semiweighted
net systems is a semiweighted net N together with an initial marking uN that is a set.
A morphism of semiweighted net systems f : N0 � N1 is a morphism of the underlying
place/transition nets that, in addition, preserves the initial marking, i.e., f p�uN0� � uN1 .
Semiweighted net systems and their morphisms define the category SWNets.

Notice that disallowing transitions with empty pre-set is a step necessary in any
behavioural construction involving nets, as such transitions are highly degenerated; in
particular, any number of parallel copies of them can fire at any marking.

Starting from the primitive t : u � v — to be read as t performs a computation
consuming the tokens in u and producing the tokens in v — the notion of firing and
state space is extended to PT nets as follows. A finite number of transitions can be
composed in parallel to form a step, which, therefore, is a finite multiset of transitions.
We write u ��αi v to denote a step α with source u and target v. The set S�N� of steps of
N is generated by the rules:

u � µ�S�
u ��0i u

t : u� v in N and w in µ�S�
�u�w� ��ti �v�w� in S�N�

u ��αi v and u� ��βi v� in S�N�

�u�u�� ��α�βi �v� v�� in S�N�
�



A finite number of steps from the initial marking can be sequentially composed
thus yielding a step sequence. The set of step sequences, denoted SS �N�, is given by:

uN ��α0i v0� � � � �un ��αni vn in S�N� and ui � vi�1� i � 1� � � � �n
uN ��α0i��α1i � � � ��αni vn in SS �N�

�

The set R �N� of reachable markings of N is the set of markings which are target
of some step sequence, i.e.,

R �N� � fv j ��uN ��α0i � � � ��αni v� in SS�N�g�

An important class of nets is that of occurrence nets, introduced originally in [57]
by ‘unfolding’ safe nets into a suitable ‘collection’ of their processes (as defined for
elementary net systems in Section 1.2). Occurrence nets are elementary nets with a
nicely stratified structure whose minimal elements constitute the initial marking.

DEFINITION. An occurrence net is an semiweighted net Θ such that preΘ�t� is a set
for all t � TΘ, and

i) �a � SΘ� j�aj � 1, and a � uΘ if and only if �a ��;
ii) � is irreflexive, where � is the transitive closure of the (flow) relation

�1� f�a� t� j a � SΘ� t � TΘ� t � a�g�f�t�a� j a � SΘ� t � TΘ� t �
�ag;

moreover, �t � TΘ, ft � � TΘ j t � � tg is finite;
iii) the binary ‘conflict’ relation # on TΘ�SΘ is irreflexive, where

�t1� t2 � TΘ� t1 #m t2 
 preΘ�t1��preΘ�t2� ��� & t1 �� t2�

�x�y � TΘ�SΘ� x # y 
 �t1� t2 � TΘ� t1 #m t2 & t1 � x & t2 � y�

and� is the reflexive closure of �.

This defines the category Occ as a full subcategory of SWNets.

Elements x and y of Θ by are concurrent, x co y, if they are related neither by� nor
by #. For X a set of elements, we write Co�X� to mean that x co y for all x�y � X .

Thanks to the stratified structure of the nets in Occ, for them we can define the
concepts of depth of elements and, consequently, of subnet of depth n. Essentially, this
will allow us to work on such nets by induction.

DEFINITION. Let Θ be a net in Occ. The depth of elements in TΘ � SΘ is defined
inductively by:

� depth�b� �

�
0 if b � uΘ;
depth�t� if �b � ftg;

� depth�t� � maxfdepth�b� j b� tg�1.

DEFINITION. Given a net Θ in Occ define its subnet of depth n, Θ�n�, as

� TΘ�n� � ft � TΘ j depth�t�� ng;

� SΘ�n� � fb � SΘ j depth�b�� ng;

� preΘ�n� and postΘ�n� are the restrictions of preΘ and postΘ to TΘ�n� ;

� uΘ�n� � uΘ.



Clearly, Θ�n� is a net inOcc, wheneverΘ is such. For each n�m there exists a mor-
phism inn�m : Θ�n� � Θ�m� whose components are both set inclusions. In the following
we shall call such net morphisms simply inclusions. Observe that, if h f �gi : Θ0 � Θ1

is an inclusion, we obviously have uΘ0 � uΘ1 and, for each t � TΘ0 , preΘ0
�t� � preΘ1

�t�
and postΘ0

�t� � postΘ1
�t�.

The sequence of nets Θ�n�, n � ω, can be seen as a sequence of finite approxima-
tions which, together with the corresponding inclusions, determines Θ uniquely (up to
isomorphisms). We shall formalise this intuition by means of the categorical notion of
colimit. The following results will allow us to define the unfolding of a net in terms of
finite unfoldings, viz., its subnets of depth n. We first need to show that Occ possesses
the required colimits. Consider the category ω � f0 � 1 � 2 � 3 � � �g and the class
D of diagrams D : ω� Occ such that D�n � n� 1� � inn : D�n�� D�n� 1� is an
inclusion. For such a class we have the following results. The reader is referred to [42]
for the definition of the categorical concepts involved.

PROPOSITION 2.10. For any D �D, the colimit of D in Occ exists.

PROOF. Consider the net Θ� �preΘ�postΘ : TΘ � µ�SΘ��uΘ� where

TΘ �
S

n TD�n�� SΘ �
S

n SD�n�� uΘ � uD�0��

prei
Θ�t� � prei

D�nt�
�t�� postiΘ�t� � postiD�nt�

�t��

where nt above denotes any n � ω such that t � TD�n�.
Clearly, Θ is well-defined, is a net, and belongs to Occ. Then taking for each n� ω

µn : D�n�� Θ to be the obvious inclusion, we have that µ is the limiting cocone.

PROPOSITION 2.11. Given a net Θ in Occ, let DΘ : ω�Occ be the functor such that
DΘ�n� �Θ�n� and DΘ�n� n�1� � inn�n�1 : Θ�n�� Θ�n�1�. Then Θ� Colim�DΘ�.

PROOF. It is enough to observe that the colimit construction for diagrams in D
in the proof of the previous proposition gives a family µn : D�n�� Θ, n � ω, where
µn : Θ�n�� Θ is the inclusion of Θ�n� in Θ.

2.4. Unfolding semiweighted nets. We are now ready to define the unfolding of
SW nets in terms of occurrence nets and show that it is a functor from SWNets to Occ
which is right adjoint to the inclusion of Occ in SWNets.

We start by giving the object component of such a functor. To this end, given
a net N, we define a sequence occurrence nets, whose nth element approximates the
unfolding of N up to depth n, i.e., it reflects all the possible behaviours of N up to (step)
sequences of length at most n. Clearly, the unfolding of N will be defined as the colimit
of an appropriate ω-diagram built on the sequence of approximating nets.

The purpose of the following inductive definition is to generate all the possible
instances of places and transitions of N by decorating them with their ‘history’. Places
in the approximating nets represent instances of places of N: precisely, they are pairs
�x�b�, where b � SN and x is a set encoding the history of this particular instance of b.
Analogously, the transitions are pairs �B� t� where t � TN and the set B represents the
history of the instance of t.



DEFINITION. Let N � �preN �postN : TN � µ�SN��uN� be a net in SWNets. We define
the nets U�N��k� � �prek�postk : Tk � µ�Sk��uk�, for k � ω, where (cf. Figure 7)

� S0 �
�
���b�

�� b � uN
�

;
� T0 ��, and pre0 and post0 with the obvious definitions;
� u0 � ∑S0;

and for k � 0,

�
B �

�
�x j�b j�

�� j � J
�
� Sk�1� Co�B�� ∑ j�J b j � preN�t� for t � TN

�B� t� � Tk and prek�B� t� � ∑B

�
t0 � �B� t� � Tk� postN�t� � ∑ j�J b j�

ft0g�b j
�
� Sk� � j � J� and postk�t0� � ∑ j

�
ft0g�b j

�
� uk � ∑ j���b j� �∑S0 � u0.

Therefore U�N��0� consists of the initial marking of N, and, informally speaking,
U�N��n�1� is obtained, inductively, by generating a new transition for each possible
subset of concurrent places of U�N��n� whose corresponding multiset of places of N is
the source of some transition t of N; the target of t is then decorated with its history and
added to U�N��n�1�.

Clearly, we shall take U�N� to be the colimit of the sequence of the U�N��n�, n�ω.
To do that, we first need to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.12. For all n � ω� U�N��n� is an occurrence net of depth n. Moreover, for
each n � ω there is an inclusion inn : U�N��n� �U�N��n�1�.

PROOF. That U�N��n� has depth n and that there exists an inclusion from U�N��n�

to U�N��n�1� is obvious from the definition. We have to show that U�N��n� is an oc-
currence net. For each t � Tn, pren�t� and postn�t� are multisets where all the elements
have multiplicity one, i.e., sets. The same happens for un.

i) For each �x�b� � Sn, ��x�b� � x which is either the empty set or a singleton. So
j��x�b�j � 1. Moreover, �x�b�� un if and only if x �� if and only if ��x�b� ��.

ii) By definition of U�N��n�, whenever x�1 y�1 z, depth�z� � depth�x��1. Since
x�z � Tn or x�z � Sn implies that there exists at least one y such that x � y �1

z we have depth�x� � depth�z�. So x �� z and � is irreflexive. Observe that
this, together with (i), implies that, in each reachable marking, every place has
multiplicity at most one. In fact, since that happens in un, since each place has
only one pre-event and each transition occurs at most once in any computation,
there is no way to generate multiple tokens in a place. Moreover, ft � � Tn j t �� tg
is obviously finite for all t � Tn.

iii) Recall that x # x if and only if �t� t � � Tn� t �� t � and t #m t � such that t � x and
t � � x. So, by (i), x cannot be a place, otherwise we would have backward
branching. This means that there exist b�b� � pren�x�, b �� b� such that b co b�,
i.e., x � �B� t� with not Co�B�, that is impossible.

The other conditions of occurrence nets obviously hold.



DEFINITION. We define U�N� to be the colimit of the diagram D : ω�DecOcc such
that D�n� � U�N��n� and D�n� n�1� � inn. By Lemma 2.12 D belongs to D and so,
by Proposition 2.10, the colimit exists and is a decorated occurrence net.
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FIGURE 7. An SW net N and (part of) its unfolding U�N�

The correspondence between elements of the unfolding and elements of the orig-
inal net is formalised by the folding morphism, which will also be the counit of the
adjunction.

PROPOSITION 2.13. Consider the map ε : U�N�� N defined by

� εt�B� t� � t;
� εp�0� � 0;
� εp�∑i�xi�yi�� � ∑i yi.

Then, εN is a morphism in SWNets, called the folding of U�N� into N.

PROOF. Since the transitions of U�N� are of the form t0 � �B� t� : ∑B � ∑C,
where B� f�x j�b j� j j � Jg� SU�N�, C � f�ft0g�ck� j k�Kg, t � TN , ∑ j�J b j � preN�t�,
and ∑k�K ck � postN�t�, we immediately obtain

εp�preU�N��B� t�� � preN�εt �B� t���

and analogously for post. Since uU�N� � ∑b�SN
uN�b� � ���b�, we have εp�uU�N�� �

∑b�SN
uN�b� �b � uN .

The next lemma is the final ingredient we need to prove that U� � is right adjoint
to the inclusion. The missing details can be found in [48].

LEMMA 2.14. Let Θ0 and Θ1 be occurrence nets and let f : Θ0 �Θ1 be a morphism.
Then, for each t0 � TΘ0 , we have Co

�
preΘ0

�t0�
�

and Co
�

fp�preΘ0
�t0��

�
.



PROOF. Since, by definition of occurrence nets, ft � � tg is finite, we have not
Co�preΘ0

�t0�� iff �b�b� � preΘ0
�t0� such that b # b�. This would mean that �t� t � �

TΘ0 � t �� t � and t #m t � such that t � b and t � � b�. Thus, since t � t0 and t � � t0, we
would have t0 # t0 which is impossible since Θ0 is a occurrence net. Furthermore,
fp�preΘ0

�t0�� � preΘ1
� ft �t0��, which is the pre-set of a transition of a occurrence net

and so, by the first part of this proposition, Co� f p�preΘ0
�t0���.

THEOREM 2.15. The pair h���U� �i : Occ� SWNets constitutes an adjunction.

PROOF. Let N be a SW net and U�N� its unfolding. We show that the folding
ε : U�N�� N is universal, i.e., for any occurrence net Θ and any morphism k : Θ� N
in SWNets, there exists a unique h : Θ�U�N� in Occ such that k � ε�h.

N U�N� U�N� ��
ε

N

Θ

OO

�k

Θ

OO

�!h s.t.

Θ

OO

h

��

k commutes.

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Consider the diagram in Occ given by DΘ�n� � Θ�n�, the subnet of Θ of depth n and
DΘ�n � n� 1� � inn : Θ�n� � Θ�n�1�. We define a sequence of morphisms of nets
hn : Θ�n� �U�N�, such that for each n, hn � hn�1 � inn. Since Θ � Colim�DΘ�, there
is a unique h : Θ�U�N� such that h�µn � hn for each n. At the same time, we show
that

�n � ω� k �µn � ε�hn

and that the hn form the unique sequence of morphisms hn : Θ�n��U�N� such that this
holds. Thus we have

�n � ω� k �µn � ε�h�µn

and, by the universal property of the colimit, k � ε � h. To show the uniqueness of h,
let h� be such that k � ε � h�. Then we have k �µn � ε � h� �µn. But hn is the unique
morphism for which this happens. Therefore, for each n, hn � h� �µn and so, again by
the universal property of the colimit, h � h�.

Let us now define hn and therefore h : Θ� U�N�, and show that the hn, n � ω,
form the unique sequence of morphisms for which (1) above holds.

depth �. This is a special case of the inductive step, and we omit it (see [48].)

depth n��. Let us suppose that we have defined hn : Θ�n� � U�N� and that it
is a morphism. Suppose that for each m � n, hm is the unique morphism such that
ε � hm � k �µm. Let hn�1 be hn on the elements of depth less or equal to n. Now, we
define hn�1 on the elements of depth n�1. Let t1 � TΘ such that depth�t1� � n�1 and
k�t1� � t. Since preΘ�t1� is a set of elements of depth less or equal to n, hn�preΘ�t1�� is
defined. Since hn is a morphism, by Lemma 2.14, we have Co�hn�preΘ�t1���. Moreover,
since ε�hn � k �µn, we have that

preN�t� � k�preΘ�t1�� � ε�hn�preΘ�t1�� � ∑ j�J b j�
for J such that

�
�x j�b j� j j � J

�
� hn�preΘ�t1���

Therefore t0 �
�
hn�preΘ�t1��� t

�
�
�
hn�1�preΘ�t1��� t

�
� TU�N�. Now, since hn�1 has to

make the diagram commute, hn�1�t1� must be of the form �B� t� and, since it has to be a



morphism, it must be preU�N���B� t�� �∑B � hn�1�preΘ�t1��. Therefore hn�1�t1� � t0.
Observe that there is only one choice for hn�1�t1�, given k and hn by inductive hypothe-
sis. Obviously, ε�hn�1�t1� � t � k�t1� � k �µn�1�t1�. Now, let postΘ�t1� � ∑i ai. Sup-
pose that k�ai� � ∑ j m

i
jb

i
j. Since k�postΘ�t1�� � postN�k�t1��, we have postN�k�t1�� �

∑i� j m
i
jb

i
j, with all bi

j distinct. It follows that mi
j � 1 and thus in U�N� we have the

places
S

i� j

�
�ft0g�b

j
l �
�

. We define

hn�1�ai� � ∑ j

�
�ft0g�b

j
l �
�

and, as before, conclude that ε�hn�1�ai� � ∑ j b
i
j � k�ai� � k �µn�1�ai�.

Observe that hn�1�ai� is completely determined by k and by the conditions of dec-
orated occurrence net morphisms.

Finally, we have to show that hn�1 is a morphism Θ�n�1��U�N�. But this task is
really trivial because, by its own construction, hn�1 preserves source, target and initial
marking.

THEOREM 2.16. h���U� �i is a coreflection Occ� SWNets.

It is worth observing that when N is a safe net, U�N� is (isomorphic to) the un-
folding of N defined in [57, 94]. In other words, h���U� �i restricts to the coreflection
Occ� Safe presented in loc. cit.

Our final step in relating SW nets to event structures and domains is to fill the gap
between occurrence nets and event structures. To this aim, we conclude this section
recalling the definitions of the functors forming the coreflection hN �Ei : E� Occ as
studied in [57, 94].

DEFINITION. Let Θ be an occurrence net. Then, E�Θ� is the event structure

�TΘ���#��

where � and # are the restriction to TΘ, the set of transitions of Θ, of, respectively, the
flow ordering�Θ and the conflict relation #Θ implicitly defined by Θ.
For f : N0 � N1 a morphism in Occ, we take E� f � to be ft : E�N0�� E�N1�, which
clearly gives a functor E : Occ� E.

Consider now an event structure �E���#�. As a notation, for a subset A of E, we
write #A to mean that a # a� for all a �� a� � A Similarly, e � A means that e � e� for all
e� � A. Then, we can define define

N �E���#� � �pre�post : E � µ�M�B��∑M��

where

M � f���A� j A� E and #Ag;

B � f�e�A� j e � E� #A and e � Ag;

pre�e� � f�c�A� � B�M j e � Ag;

post�e� � f�e�A� � Bg�

Then, we have the following.



THEOREM 2.17. For each event structure E, N �E� is an occurrence net such that
EN �E� � E. Moreover, N extends to a functor that is left adjoint to E , so yielding a
coreflection whose unit is the identity function E � EN �E� � E.

PROOF. See [95].

Although N E�Θ� and Θ are not isomorphic in Occ, it is worth observing that they
are ‘behaviourally’ such. In particular, an inspection of the definition will prove that
N E�N� is place-saturated version of N, i.e., that is obtained by adding to N all the
places that it is possible to add without duplicating any or altering the behaviour.

The coreflection between Occ and SWNets can of course be composed with the
coreflection between Occ and E and with the equivalence (a fortiori a coreflection!)
of D and E. The following example shows the structures associated by this chain of
coreflections to a simple, well-known, (non-safe) semiweighted net.

EXAMPLE.
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Observe that the unfolding contains two concurrent copies of t. These correspond to the
occurrences of t in two possible ‘causal contexts’, namely t caused by t1 and t caused
by t2. In the picture below, which shows the event structure and the prime algebraic
domain associated to N, the four events so arising are labelled by the transition they
correspond to.
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3. Petri Nets and Transition Systems

Looking back at the notion of case graph CGN in Section 1.1, we certainly know
that — to a certain extent and with a certain degree of precision — nets can be described
by some sort of transition system. The details, however, are far from trivial and in this
section we set out to study them by presenting a coreflection between elementary net
systems and so-called elementary transition systems due to [59, 60].

Intuitively, this result identifies a category of transition systems which may be seen
as an abstract behavioural characterisation of elementary net systems, formally stated
as a coreflection ‘embedding’ a category of certain transition systems into EN. This
was the first of a series of behavioural characterisation results for nets, in the sense
that several similar coreflections have been shown for more general classes of nets, see
e.g. [97, 53]. We restrict ourselves here to elementary nets, though we believe that the
ideas from [53] generalise smoothly to provide a corresponding result for SWNets.

3.1. Transition systems. Transition systems are a frequently used model of par-
allel processes. They consist of a set of states, with an initial state, together with transi-
tions between states which are labelled to specify the kind of events they represent.

DEFINITION. A transition system is a structure �S� i�L� tran� where

� S is a set of states with initial state i,
� L is a set of labels,
� tran� S�L�S is the transition relation.

A transition �s�a�s�� � tran is often indicated as s
a
�� s�.

DEFINITION. Let T0 � �S0� i0�L0� tran0� and T1 � �S1� i1�L1� tran1� be transition sys-
tems. A morphism f : T0 � T1 is a pair f � �σ�λ� where

� σ : S0 � S1, a function between sets of states,
� λ : L0 � L1, a function between sets of labels,

are such that σ�i0� � i1 and �s�α�s�� � tran0 implies �σ�s��λ�α��σ�s��� � tran1.

The intention behind the definition of morphism is, as usual in this paper, to guar-
antee that the relevant behavioural notions are preserved. In case of transition systems
this amounts to saying that the effect of a transition s

α
�� s� in T0 is matched in T1

by the effect of a corresponding transition σ�s�
λ�α�
�� σ�s��. To complete the definition,

morphism are required to preserve initial states.
Transition system and their morphisms form a categoryTS in which composition is

defined componentwise — i.e., composing �σ�λ� : T0 � T1 and �σ��λ�� : T1 � T2 yields
�σ� �σ�λ� �λ� : T0 � T2 — and the identity morphism of T is �1TS �1TL�, where 1X is the
identity function on the set X .

The definition below refines the notion of case graph of an elementary net systems
by recasting it in terms of transition systems. In the following, for N � �B�E�F�cin� an
elementary net system, we shall say that an event e�E is ‘active’ if it has an occurrence
�c�e�c�� ���CN .

DEFINITION. Let N � �B�E�F�cin� an elementary net system. The reachable case
graph associated with N is the transition system TSN � �CN �cin�EN ���CN �, where EN

is the set of active events of N.



The reachable case graph, or simply the transition system, associated with the net
system of Figure 1 is presented in Figure 8.
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FIGURE 8

With the definition of TS given above, it is quite easy to see that the case graph
construction of elementary net systems extends to a functor from EN to TS (see below).
In order for this functor to be part (left adjoint) of a coreflection, however, we first need
to identify those transition systems that arise as reachable case graphs of elementary
nets. Such transition systems can be characterised in terms of regions by Ehrenfeucht
and Rozenberg [20].

DEFINITION. Let T � �S� i�L� tran� be a transition system. Then r� S is a region of T
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied for all �s0�e� t0���s1�e� t1�� tran:

� if s0 � r & t0 �� r, then s1 � r & t1 �� r;

� if s0 �� r & t0 � r, then s1 �� r & t1 � r.

So, a region is a subset of states, such that for all e � L, all occurrences of an e-
labelled transitions have the same ‘crossing’ relationship with respect to r (leaving or
entering). As an example, consider again the transition system from Figure 8. It is
easy to check, for instance, that the singleton set consisting of the state entered by the
e5-labelled transition is a region, whereas the singleton set consisting of the initial state
is not.

It follows trivially that both � and S are regions of T . They are called the trivial
regions, and we use RT as notation for the set of non-trivial regions of T . Also, for s� S,
we use Rs to denote the set of non-trivial regions of T containing s. More precisely

Rs � fr j s � r and r � RTg�

Yet another crucial notation concerns the set of pre- and post-regions of a label.
Formally, for e � L, we define

the pre-regions of e: �e � fr � RT j ��s�e�s�� � tran� s � r & s� �� rg;

the post-regions of e: e� � fr � RT j ��s�e�s�� � tran� s �� r & s� � rg.

Some useful properties of regions can now be stated.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T � �S� i�L� tran� be a transition system. Then

i) r � S is a region if and only if r̄ � Sr r is a region.
ii) Let e � L. Then e� � fr̄ j r � �eg.

iii) Let �s�e�s�� � tran. Then RsrRs� �
�e and Rs� rRs � e�.



Another important property of regions is that they are preserved by inverse mor-
phism.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f � �σ�λ� be a morphism from T0 to T1. If r is a region of
T1 then σ�1�r� is a region of T0. Furthermore, for every e � LT0 , we have σ�1�r� � �e
(respectively σ�1�r� � e�) if and only if r � �λ�e� (respectively to r � λ�e��).

Using the notion of regions, we may now define the transition systems which arise
as case graphs of elementary nets, following [20].

DEFINITION. A transition system T � �S� i�L� tran� is said to be elementary if it satis-
fies the following conditions:

(A1) �e � L� ��s�e�s�� � tran, where s �� s�;

(A2) �s � Srfig� �s0�s1� � � � �sn�1 � S and e0�e1� � � � �en � L such that

i � s0� sn�1 � s� and �si�ei�si�1� � tran for 0� i� n;

(A3) �e�e� � L� �e � �e� �
 e � e�;

(A4) �s�s� � S� Rs � Rs� �
 s � s�;

(A5) �s � S� �e � L� �e� Rs & e��Rs �� �
 ��s�e�s�� � tran.

We let ETS denote the full subcategory of TS with elementary transition systems as
objects.

Notice that the axioms presented here are a cleaned up version of the axioms pre-
sented in [59], but in this context, the two sets of axioms can be proved to be equivalent.
The two first axioms just state that each label and each state can be reached form the
initial state by a finite number of transitions. The next two enforce certain obvious
regional separation properties, for labels and states respectively. And the final axiom
enforces a relationship between regional properties of labels and the transition relation.

3.2. Elementary nets and transition systems. It turns out that ETS is exactly the
category of case graphs associated with EN, a result which we shall formalise in this
section. For full proofs of the theorems quoted, we refer to [59]

THEOREM 3.3. The construction that maps N � �B�E�F�cin� to the its reachable case
graph TSN � �CN �cin�EN ���CN � extends to a functor nt from EN to ETS.

PROOF. Easy. It follows essentially from Proposition 1.5.

More importantly, nt is the left adjoint component of a coreflection whose a right
adjoint, tn : ETS� EN, operates on objects as detailed below.

DEFINITION. Let T � �S� i�L� tran� be a transition system. The net structure associ-
ated to T is the net NT � �RT �L�FT �Ri�, where

� �r�e� � FT if and only if r � �e;

� �e�r� � FT if and only if r � e�.

Essentially, this definition ‘reads’ a transition systems as the case graph of some
net. Thus, as expected, the labels of T become events of NT and the regions become the
conditions, with the pre- and post-sets obviously given by pre- and post-regions.



PROPOSITION 3.4. The net structure NT � �RT �L�FT �Ri� associated to the transition
system T � �S� i�L� tran� is an elementary net system.

PROOF. Easy.

As anticipated, NT is the object part of the right adjoint of nt.

THEOREM 3.5. The construction that maps a transiton system T to its net structure
NT extends to a functor tn from ETS to EN.

PROOF. A morphism �σ�λ� : T0 � T1 is mapped to tn�σ�λ� � �β�λ� : NT0 � NT1 ,
where β�1�r1� � σ�1�r1�. With this definition, the proof essentially follows from
Proposition 3.2.

THEOREM 3.6. Functors tn and nt form a coreflection ETS� EN with tn as left ad-
joint.

PROOF. This proof is rather involved. We refer the interested reader to [59].

One interesting part of the construction is that, exactly as in the case of event struc-
tures, tn � nt�N� is a ‘condition-saturated’ version of N, in the formal sense that any
further addition of a condition will change the behaviour (case graph) of the net. As a
consequence, the saturated net will have, for each condition b, a condition representing
the complement of b — formally the set complement r̄ of the region r associated with
b (cf. Proposition 3.1(i)). Hence, as a corollary of this construction, we have that any
elementary net system is behaviourally equivalent to a contact-free system.

4. Petri Nets and Bisimulations

The coreflections that we studied in the previous sections establish a web of for-
mal relationships between nets and other models, enabling us to place nets in a broader
picture of models for concurrency and, often, allowing the translation of concepts to
between models. This section aims at providing an illustration of this point. It is an
exposition of a the categorical approach to bisimulation obtained from spans of open
maps as defined in [35] — to which we refer for the missing proofs — with an additional
treatment of SWNets in the general picture. The open map approach presented here has
also been applied successfully to capture other familiar behavioural equivalences on
nets, e.g., Hoare’s trace equivalence [30] and Milner’s weak bisimulation [49, 50], both
of which may be obtained by slightly changing the notion of path extension from the
one presented here [55]. Also, the open morphism approach has been applied suc-
cessfully to different categories of models, e.g., probabilistic systems [55], and timed
systems [34].

Once again, the idea here is to put forward that the categorical view of models for
concurrency provides guidelines for definitions of concepts, like behavioural equiva-
lences, consistent across a range of models. In particular, the notion of bisimulation
derived for nets comes automatically equipped with a number of essential properties.
The categorical approach here contrasts with the more common alternative of searching
for a sensible candidate for bisimulation on nets and, having found one of then checking
it possesses these essential properties.



4.1. Labelled models and their relationship. Like most models for concurrency,
nets [65] and asynchronous transition systems [54], or more precisely their labelled
versions, have been used as models for process languages like CCS, [50]. As an il-
lustration, following [65], the (strongly bisimilar) CCS expressions a�nil j b�nil and
a�b�nil�b�a�nil are represented by the following rather different nets.

�
�������� �� a ���������� a ���������� �� b ����������

�
��������

��������

��
��

��
��

�
�������� �� b ���������� b ���������� �� a ����������

a�nil j b�nil a�b�nil�b�a�nil

There is a general way of introducing labels to models in such a way that one may
carry over adjunctions between unlabelled models to their labelled counterparts, fol-
lowing [35]. Here we sketch the idea, applicable to the categories of nets and event
structures. We assume a category X of structures each of which possesses a distin-
guished set of events and where morphisms have as a component a function between
sets of events. In any such setting, morphisms may be lifted uniformly to a category XL

with labels.

� The objects of XL consist of structures �X � l� where X is an object of X, and
l : E � L is a (total) labelling function from E the events of X to the labelling
set L.

� The morphisms ofXL from �X � l� to �X �� l�� correspond to morphisms f : X �X �

of X of which the event component η preserves labels, i.e. l � �η� l.

Correspondingly, for a set of labels L, we denote the fibres over L in the labelled
versions of our categories of nets and event structures by ENL, SWNetsL and EL, re-
spectively. Similarly the category of transition systems over label set L, with morphisms
having the identity as label component, will be denoted TSL, and its full subcategory
of synchronisation trees — that are precisely the tree-‘shaped’ transition systems —
by SL.

It follows for general reasons [97] (and is easy to see) that the coreflection be-
tween nets and event structures lift to a coreflection between the labelled versions. The
modified adjoints are essentially the adjoints presented in the previous sections, simply
carrying the label parts across from one model to the other. Furthermore, this coreflec-
tion is part of greater collection [97, 80, 79] of which here we are interested in the small
portion shown in the diagram below.

SL

�
�

��
se

EL

�
�

��

N � �

oo
es

SWNetsLoo

EU� �

Concerning synchronisation trees, we remark that, as hinted at in Section 2.1, they
can be identified with those labelled event structures having empty co-relation, i.e.,
those whose every two events are either causally dependent or conflicting. This gives



rise to an embedding se : SL �� EL which, actually, admits a coreflection right adjoint
whose action on objects yields the tree of event sequences ordered by prefix.

4.2. Path-lifting morphisms. Following [35], a computation path represents a
particular run or history of a process. For transition systems, a computation path is
traditionally taken to be a finite sequence of transitions. For a labelling set L, define the
category of branches BranL to be the full subcategory of transition systems, with la-
belling set L, with objects those finite synchronisation trees with exactly one (maximal)
branch; so the objects of BranL are essentially strings over alphabet L. A computa-
tion path in a transition system T , with labelling set L, can then be represented by a
morphism

p : P� T

in TSL from an object P of BranL.
How should we represent a computation path of a net or an event structure? To take

into account the explicit concurrency exhibited by an event structure, it is reasonable
to represent a computation path as a morphism from a partial order of labelled events,
that is from a pomset [69]. Observe that pomsets with labels in L can be identified with
special kinds of labelled event structures in EL: those with empty conflict relation. Then,
define the category of pomsets PomL, with respect to a labelling set L, to be the full
subcategory of EL whose objects consist exclusively of finite pomsets. A computation
path in an event structure E, with labelling set L, is a morphism

p : P� E

in EL from an object P of PomL.
What about computation paths in nets? The answer is that our embeddings of

event structures into nets allow us to view pomsets as labelled nets! Let us illustrate
the point more concretely. The left adjoint N � � of the coreflection EL � SWNetsL
embeds labelled event structures, and so pomsets, in labelled SW nets. This enables
us to identify pomsets P in PomL with their images N �P� as labelled saturated nets in
SWNetsL. Now, we can take a computation path in a net N, with labelling set L, to be
a morphism

p : P� N

in SWNetsL from a ‘pomset’ P, with labelling set L — where P actually stands for
labelled saturated net in SWNetsL corresponding to a pomset. In future, when dis-
cussing nets, we will deliberately confuse pomsets with their image in SWNetsL under
the embedding.

Generally, assume a category of models M (this can be any of the categories of
labelled structures we are considering) and a choice of path category, a subcategory
P ��M consisting of path objects (these could be branches, or pomsets) together with
morphisms expressing how they can be extended. Define a computation path in an
object X of M to be a morphism

p : P� X �



inM, where P is an object in P. A morphism f : X �Y in M takes such a path p in X to
the path f � p : P� Y in Y . The morphism f expresses the sense in which Y simulates
X : any computation path in X is matched by the computation path f � p in Y .

We might demand a stronger condition of a morphism f : X � Y expressed suc-
cinctly in the following path-lifting condition: whenever, for m : P�Q a morphism in
P, a ‘square’

P

��
m

��
p

X

��
f

Q ��
q Y

in M commutes, i.e., q�m � f � p, meaning the path f � p in Y can be extended via m
to a path q in Y , then there is a morphism p� such that in the diagram

P

��
m

��
p

X

��
f

Q

��p�
u
u
u
u
u
u

��
q Y

the two ‘triangles’ commute, i.e., p� �m � p and f � p� � q, meaning the path p can be
extended via m to a path p� in X which matches q. When the morphism f satisfies this
condition we shall say it is P-open.

It is easily checked that P-open morphisms include all the identity morphisms (in
fact, all isomorphisms) of M and are closed under composition there; in other words
they form a subcategory of M.

For transition systems, BranL-open morphisms are already familiar.

PROPOSITION 4.1. With respect to a labelling set L, the BranL-open morphisms of
TSL are the ‘zig-zag morphisms’ of [88], the ‘p-morphism’ of [82], the ‘abstraction
homomorphisms’ of [14], and the ‘pure morphisms’ of [5], the ‘transition-preserving
homomorphisms’ of [23], i.e., those label-preserving morphisms �σ�1L� : T � T � on
transition systems over labelling set L with the property that for all reachable states s
of T

if σ�s�
a
�� s� in T � then s

a
�� u in T and σ�u� � s�, for u a state of T .

DEFINITION. Let P be a category in a category of models M. Objects X1�X2 of M are
P-bisimilar iff they are in the equivalence generated by being related by a P-open map.

For the interleaving models of transition systems and synchronisation trees with
path category P taken to be branches, P-bisimulation coincides with Milner’s strong
bisimulation [50, 49].

THEOREM 4.2. Two transition systems (and so synchronisation trees), over the same
labelling set L, are BranL-bisimilar iff they are strongly bisimilar in the sense of [50].

In many cases, including the ones considered here, P-bisimilarity between two
objects have a particularly simple presentation.



THEOREM 4.3. If the category M has pullbacks, then M1 and M2 are P-bisimilar iff
there is a span of P-open morphisms f1, f2:

M

yy

f1
ss
ss
ss

��

f2
KK

KK
KK

M1 M2

PROOF. It follows since pullbacks of P-open morphisms are P-open.

PROPOSITION 4.4. The categories SL, EL and OccL have pullbacks.

PROOF. One shows that OccL has pullbacks. Then, using the facts that right ad-
joints preserve limits, and pullbacks in particular, and that there are coreflections from
categories SL and EL to OccL, we obtain pullbacks in any of these as images under the
right adjoints of the pullback in OccL of diagrams transported into OccL by the left
adjoints.

We conclude this section presenting a few general facts from [35] about how open
morphisms and bisimilarity are preserved and reflected by functors, especially when
part of a coreflection. For notational simplicity we shall assume the left adjoints of the
coreflections are inclusions. It follows that for the coreflections of Section 4.1, in which
the categories of models share the same choice of path category, open morphisms and
bisimilarity are preserved in both directions of the adjunction.

LEMMA 4.5. Let M be a coreflective subcategory of X with R right adjoint to the in-
clusion function M �� X and P a subcategory of M.

i) A morphism f of M is P-open in M if and only if f is P-open in X.
ii) The components of the counit εX : R�X�� X are P-open in X.

iii) A morphism f is P-open in X if and only if R� f � is P-open in M.

COROLLARY 4.6. Let M be a coreflective subcategory of X with R right adjoint to the
inclusion functor M �� X and P a subcategory of M.

i) M1 and M2 are P-bisimilar in M if and only if they are P-bisimilar in X.
ii) M1 and M2 are P-bisimilar in X if and only if R�M1� and R�M2� are P-bisimilar

in M.

PROOF. (i) Directly from (i) of Lemma 4.5.
(ii) ‘only if ’: By Lemma 4.5(iii), a span of open morphisms in X has, as image

under R, a span of open morphisms in M. Thus P-bisimilarity of M1 and M2 in X

implies P-bisimilarity of R�M1� and R�M2� in M.
‘if ’: Suppose R�M1� and R�M2� in M are P-bisimilar in M via a span of open

morphisms f1 : M � R�M1�, f2 : M � R�M2� in M. By Lemma 4.5(i), f1 and f2 form
a span of open morphisms in X. The components of the counits of the coreflection
ε1 : R�M1��M1 and ε2 : R�M2��M2 are open by Lemma 4.5(ii). Hence the compo-
sitions ε1� f1 and ε2� f2 form a span of open morphisms in X showing the P-bisimilarity
of M1 and M2 in X.



4.3. PomL-bisimulation for nets. As seen in Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, for
transition systems the general definition of P-open morphism and P-bisimilarity coin-
cide with familiar notions: the equivalence of strong bisimilarity central to Milner’s
work. Here we explore how the general definitions specialise to the models of event
structures and nets, with nonsequential observations in the form of pomsets. We focus
our attention on SWNets, but the answers provided follow closely those obtained for
other classes of net systems in [63].

We start by characterising PomL-open morphisms of SWNetsL.

PROPOSITION 4.7. The PomL-open morphisms of SWNetsL are precisely those which
satisfy the ‘zig-zag’ condition of Proposition 4.1 and which, in addition, reflect consec-
utive independence, i.e., those f : N1 � N2 satisfying:

� ft is total and label preserving;

� whenever fp�µ�
e�
�� ν� in N2, for µ reachable, then there exists µ

e
�� ν in N1

such that ft �e� � e� and fp�ν� � ν�;

� whenever µ
e
�� µ� and µ�

e�
�� µ�� in N1, for µ reachable, and ft�e� co ft �e�� in

N2, then e co e� in N1.

PROOF. Let f : N1 � N2 be an open morphism in SWNetsL. The function ft is to-
tal and label preserving from definition of morphisms in SWNetsL, and by considering
linear pomsets, where causal dependency is a total order, it is clear as in Proposition 4.1
that f satisfies the ‘zig-zag’ condition. The only nontrivial part is the reflection of
consecutive independence. Let µ be a reachable marking and let

µ
e
�� µ� and µ�

e�
�� µ���

be two consecutive transitions in N1. Consider the corresponding transitions

fp�µ�
ft�e�
�� fp�µ

�� and fp�µ
��

ft�e��
�� fp�µ

���

of N2, and assume that ft �e� and ft �e�� are independent in N2. Assume further that
l�e� � l� ft �e�� � a and l�e�� � l� ft �e��� � a�.

Because µ is reachable there is a chain of transitions

cin � µ0
e1�� µ1

e2�� �� �
en�� µn � µ

in N1 from its initial marking cin. Let l�ei� � ai, and take P to be the linear pomset with
n�2 elements, ordered and labelled as indicated in the following pomset

a1 � a2 � �� � � an � a� a�

Let p : P� N1 be that morphism in SWNetsL which maps this chain of transitions to

µ0
e1�� µ1

e2�� �� �
en�� µ

e
�� µ�

e�
�� µ��



in N1. Let Q be the pomset differing from P only in that the a and a � labelled elements
are unordered, i.e., the pomset corresponding to the following graph.

a�

a1 a2 a3 � � �
an

t
t
t
t
t
t

LL
LL

LL

a

Let q : Q� N2 be that morphism in SWNetsL mapping these transitions to

fp�µ��

��

ft�e��

fp�µ0� ��

ft�e1�
fp�µ1� ��

ft�e2�
� � �

��

ft�en�
fp�µ�

��ft�e� pppppp

��ft�e�� PP
PP

PP
PP

co fp�µ���

�

��

ft�e�

in N2, where the dotted arrows represent the concurrency diamond. Letting m : P� Q
be the obvious morphism of pomsets, we observe the commuting diagram:

P

��
m

��
p

X

��
f

Q ��
q Y

But f is open, so we obtain a morphism p� : Q � T such that the two ‘triangles’ com-
mute in the following diagram.

P

��
m

��
p

X

��
f

Q

��p�
u
u
u
u
u
u

��
q Y

Because p� preserves independence, we see that e and e� are independent in T . So
because f is open it satisfies the ‘zig-zag’ condition and reflects consecutive indepen-
dence.

The proof in the other direction is omitted; we refer to [35] for a similar proof
involving asynchronous transitions systems [4].

We now turn to the question of bisimulation. As shown in [35], taking pomsets
as the path category P yields in the case of event structures a reasonable strengthening
of a previously studied equivalence: the history-preserving bisimulation [71, 24]. Its
definition below depends on the simple but important remark that a configuration of
an event structure can be regarded as a pomset, with causal dependency relation and
labelling got by restricting those of the event structure.

DEFINITION. A history-preserving bisimulation between event structures E1 and E2

consists of a set H of triples �x1� f �x2�, where xi is a configuration of Ei and f : x1 �� x2

is an isomorphism of pomsets, such that ������� �H and, whenever �x1� f �x2� �H ,

i) if x1
a
�� x�1 in E1, then � x2

a
�� x�2 in E2 and �x�1� f ��x�2� �H with f � f �;

ii) if x2
a
�� x�2 in E2 then � x1

a
�� x�1 in E1 and �x�1� f ��x�2� �H with f � f �.



We say a history-preserving bisimulation H is strong if whenever �x� f �y� �H
I) if x� � x, for x� a configuration of E1, then �x�� f ��y�� �H , for f � � f and y� � y;

II) if y� � y, for y� a configuration of E2, then �x�� f ��y�� �H , for f � � f and x� � x.

THEOREM 4.8. Let E1�E2 be event structures with labelling sets L. The following are
equivalent:

i) E1 and E2 are PomL-bisimilar in EL.
ii) E1 and E2 are strong history-preserving bisimilar.

PROOF. See [63].

Via the coreflection between event structures and Petri nets, from Corollary 4.6 we
can draw characterisations of PomL-bisimilarity on nets.

THEOREM 4.9. Let N1 and N2 be nets with labelling sets L. The following are equiv-
alent.

i) The nets N1 and N2 are PomL-bisimilar in SWNetsL.
ii) The unfoldings to event structures EU�N1� and EU�N2� are strong history-

preserving bisimilar.

So, for general reasons, the notion of bisimilarity for nets agrees with the no-
tion of bisimilarity for the associated case graphs and unfoldings (where it amounts
to strong history-preserving bisimilarity). Results expressing agreements of this kind
would probably be required of any notion of bisimilarity, and, without the help of some
categorical machinery, would seem to require separate proofs. Of course, having char-
acterised PomL-bisimilarity on nets as strong history-preserving bisimilarity of their
unfoldings to event structures, it is possible to produce a characterisation in terms of
nets and their ‘processes’ along the lines of [89].

Many attempts have been made to define bisimilarity for noninterleaving models
like Petri nets, and the idea of parameterising the definition on a notion of observation
has been used in other attempts, e.g., [16]. One of the advantages of PomL-bisimilarity
is, as shown, e.g., by Theorem 4.9, its robustness across a range of models. Another
issue is the the sensitivity of PomL-bisimilarity for nets to the particular choice of path
category PomL, as the notion of PomL-bisimilarity might in fact seem questionable to
those who view general pomsets as not observable. To answer such a question, let us
define a pomset to be an almost totally ordered multiset if it is of one of the two simple
forms considered in the proof of Proposition 4.7, i.e., allowing at most two (maximal)
elements to be unordered. Note that in the range of subclasses of pomsets considered
in the literature (see [69]), this one is as close to BranL as one can get! The following
result shows that restricting ourselves to such pomsets does not change the notion of
P-bisimilarity.

COROLLARY 4.10. Let AtomL denote the full subcategory of PomL consisting of the
almost totally ordered multisets.

i) A morphism in SWNetsL is PomL-open if and only if it is AtomL-open.
ii) Two nets are PomL-bisimilar iff they are AtomL-bisimilar.



PROOF. Clearly (ii) follows from (i), so we concentrate on a proof of (i).
The ‘only if’ part of (i) follows immediately from definition of open maps. By

inspecting the proof of Proposition 4.7, we observe that a morphism in SWNetsL is
PomL-open if it is AtomL-open.

Here, we have illustrated how to introduce bisimilarity for SW nets, using open
maps as in [35]. Much of the theory developed since then on this approach to concur-
rency may be transferred to the setting of nets. As examples, we mention the logical
and game theoretic characterisations from [56], and the treatment of higher order mod-
els in [96]. But many questions are still left open.

Part 2. ON THE STRUCTURE OF NETS

5. Petri nets as monoids

A very prominent role in the semantic theory of Petri nets is played by various
notions of process, as, e.g. [68, 26, 7, 45, 18]. This, as we already pointed out in
Section 1.2, is because processes are structures capable of accounting, not only for the
mere occurrence of events in a computation, but also for the causal relationships which
ruled such occurrences. In other terms, processes are noninterleaving structures and, as
such, very suited to describe Petri nets.

A parallel and extremely successful line of research in concurrency, rooted in the
very ideas of denotational semantics, is the one following the algebraic approach. Here
the focus is on structural and compositional aspects of systems and behaviours, and the
leading idea is to describing them by means of a few basic building blocks and a small
number of combinators [30, 49, 29, 50]. The appeal of this approach is that it tends to
devise neat algebraic structures that capture the essential nature of the class of systems
considered.

In this section, we shall focus on a line of research — detailed, e.g., in [45, 18, 47,
77, 78, 75, 76] — aimed at recasting Petri net processes in lieu of ideas from process
algebras and categorical algebra. In particular, we shall focus on Petri net concatenable
processes, introduced in [18] to account, as their name indicates, for the issue of process
concatenation. We start by briefly reconsidering the ideas that lead to their definition.
The exposition will follow [77] closely.

5.1. Concatenable processes. Ideally, Petri net processes are simply computa-
tions in which explicit information about cause/effect relationship between event occur-
rences is added. More precisely, as we describe causality by means of partial orderings,
the processes of a net N are ordered sets whose elements are labelled by transitions
of N. In order to describe exactly which multisets of transitions form ‘legal’ processes,
it is very convenient to define a process of N to be a map π : Θ� N which maps tran-
sitions to transitions and places to places respecting the ‘bipartite graph structure’ of
nets. Here Θ is a finite deterministic occurrence net, i.e., roughly speaking, a finite,
conflict-free, 1-safe, acyclic net. The role of π is to ‘label’ the places and the (partially
ordered) transitions of Θ with places and transitions of N in a way compatible with the
structure of N.

Given this definition, one can assign the correct source and target states to a process
π : Θ� N by considering the multisets of places of N which are the image via π of the



places of Θ with, respectively, empty pre-set and empty post-set (henceforth referred to
as minimal and maximal places of Θ). Now, the simple minded attempt to concatenate
a process π1 : Θ1 � N with source u to a process π0 : Θ0 � N with target u by gluing
the maximal places of Θ0 with the minimal places of Θ1 in a way which preserves the
labellings fails immediately. In fact, if more than one place of u is labelled by a single
place of N, there are many ways to put in one-to-one correspondence the maximal
places of Θ0 and the minimal places of Θ1 respecting the labels, i.e., there are many
possible concatenations of π0 and π1, each of which gives a possibly different process
of N. In other words, as the above argument shows, process concatenation has to do
with gluing tokens, i.e., instances of places, rather than gluing places.

Therefore, to deal with process concatenation one must disambiguate the identity
of each token in a process. This is exactly the idea of concatenable processes, which are
simply Goltz-Reisig [26] processes in which the minimal and maximal places carrying
the same label are linearly ordered. This yields immediately an operation of concate-
nation, since the ambiguity about the identity of tokens is resolved using the additional
information given by the orderings. Moreover, the existence of concatenation leads
easily to the definition of the category of concatenable processes of N.

It turns out that such a category is a symmetric monoidal category whose tensor
product is the parallel composition of processes [18]. We shall now recall this result,
whose relevance is that it describes net behaviours as algebras in a remarkably ab-
stract and smooth way, showing how to describe the concatenable processes of N as a
symmetric monoidal category P �N� defined axiomatically by means of universal con-
structions. Namely, P �N� is the free symmetric strict monoidal category on the net N
modulo two simple additional axioms [77].

5.2. Monoidal categories and concatenable processes. The notion of monoidal
category dates back to [3] (see [42] for an easy thorough introduction and [21] for
advanced topics). In this paper we shall be concerned only with a particular kind of
symmetric monoidal categories, namely those which are strict monoidal and whose
objects form a free commutative monoid.

A symmetric strict monoidal category (ssmc for short) is a structure �C���e�γ�,
where C is a category, e is an object of C, called the unit object, � : C�C� C is a
functor, called the tensor product, subject to the following equations

��h��1Ci � ��h1C��i�(1)

��he�1Ci � 1C�(2)

��h1C�ei � 1C�(3)

where e : C� C is the constant functor which associate e and ide respectively to each
object and each morphism of C, h � i is the pairing of functors induced by the cartesian
product, and γ : x1�x2

�
�� x2�x1 is a natural isomorphism, called the symmetry of C,

subject to the following Kelly-MacLane coherence axioms [41, 39]:

�γx�z� idy�� �idx� γy�z� � γx�y�z�(4)

γy�x � γx�y � idx�y�(5)

Clearly, equation (1) states that the tensor is associative on both objects and arrows,
while (2) and (3) state that e and ide are, respectively, the unit object and the unit arrow
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FIGURE 9. A net and one of its two concatenable processes CP : a�b� 2c

for �. Concerning the coherence axioms, axiom (5) says that γy�x is the inverse of
γx�y, while (4), the real key of symmetric monoidal categories, links the symmetry at
composed objects to the symmetry at the components.

As an example easy enough to ponder the above equations, one might think of C
as the category of sets, with � being the cartesian product, e the singleton set f�g, and
γX�Y : X�Y � Y �X as the map �x�y� �� �y�x�.

A symmetry s in a symmetric monoidal category C is any arrow obtained as com-
position and tensor of identities and components of γ. We use SymC to denote the
subcategory of the symmetries of C.

A symmetric strict monoidal functor from �C���e�γ� to �D����e��γ��, is a functor
F : C� D which preserves the monoidal structure, i.e., such that

F�e� � e��(6)

F�x� y� � F�x��� F�y��(7)

F�γx�y� � γ�Fx�Fy�(8)

Let SSMC be the category of ssmc’s and symmetric strict monoidal functors and
let SSMC� be the full subcategory consisting of the monoidal categories whose objects
form free commutative monoids.

In this section, we consider only PT nets with finite markings, but release all re-
maining restrictions. Let S� denote the submonoid of µ�S� consisting of the finite mul-
tisets of S, i.e., the functions S�ω which yield nonzero values at most on finitely many
arguments. Then, define Petri to be the subcategory of PTNets consisting of those N
whose transitions have source and target in S�N , and of those f : N0 � N1 whose place
components map S�N0

to S�N1
.

Recall that S� can be characterised as the free commutative monoid on S. In par-
ticular this means that the place component f p of a morphism f : N0 � N1 in Petri is
determined by assigning a multiset f p�a� � S�N1

for each place a � SN0 , and then freely
extending it to the entire S�N0

.

DEFINITION. A process net is a finite, acyclic net Θ such that for all t � TΘ, preΘ�t�
and postΘ�t� are sets (as opposed to multisets), and for all t0 �� t1 � TΘ,

preΘ�t0��preΘ�t1� �� and postΘ�t0��postΘ�t1� ���

Given N � Petri, a process of N is a morphism π : Θ� N, where Θ is a process net
and π is a net morphism which maps places to places (as opposed to morphisms which
map places to markings).
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DEFINITION. A concatenable process of N is a triple

�π : Θ� N�f�aga�SN �f�aga�SN ��

where π is a process, and �a and �a are linear orderings of, respectively, the set of
minimal and the set of maximal places of Θ contained in π�1

p �a� (cf. Figure 9).

In order to abstract from the details concerning the underlying process nets, con-
catenable processes are considered up to isomorphisms. Formally, two concatenable
processes, say with underlying processes π0 : Θ0 � N and π1 : Θ1 � N, are identified
if there exists an isomorphism ϕ : Θ0 � Θ1 which preserves all the orderings and such
that π1 �ϕ� π0.

Concatenable processes allow the operations of sequential and parallel composi-
tion (see Figures 10 and 11, and consult [18] for further examples). Let CP0 and CP1

be concatenable processes of N, and let π0 : Θ0 � N and π1 : Θ1 � N denote their
underlying processes.

DEFINITION. The parallel composition CP0 ParCP1 is the concatenable process of N
whose underlying process is the disjoint union of π0 and π1, i.e., π0�π1 : Θ0�Θ1�N,
where � denotes the coproduct in Petri, and whose orderings extend those of CP0

and CP1 by making all the places of Θ0 precede all the places of Θ1.

DEFINITION. The sequential composition, or concatenation, CP � CP0 Seq CP1 is
defined if and only if the state reached by CP0 coincide with the source state of CP1.
In this case, CP is obtained by gluing together π0 and π1, identifying injectively each
maximal place of Θ0 with a minimal place of Θ1 in the unique way compatible with the
orderings�a on Θ0 and �a on Θ1 for all a � SN .

Next, we recall the construction of the symmetric strict monoidal category P �N�.
We start by introducing the vectors of permutations (vperms) of N, which will provide
the symmetry isomorphism of P �N�.
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FIGURE 12. The monoidal structure of vperms

For u � S�, a vperm s : u� u is a function which assigns to each a � S a permuta-
tion s�a� �Π�u�a��. Given u � n1 �a1 � � � ��nk �ak in S�N , we shall represent a vperm s
on u as a vector of permutations, hσa1 � � � � �σaki, where s�a j� � σa j , whence their name.
One can define the operations of sequential and parallel composition of vperms, so that
they can be organised as the arrows of a ssmc. The details follow (see also Figure 12).

Given the vperms s � hσa1 � � � � �σaki : u � u and s� � hσ�a1
� � � � �σ�ak

i : u � u their
sequential composition s;s� : u� u is the vperm

hσa1 ;σ�a1
� � � � �σak ;σ�ak

i�

whereσ;σ� is the composition of permutation which we write in the diagrammatic order
from left to right.

Given the vperms s � hσa1 � � � � �σaki : u� u and s� � hσ�a1
� � � � �σ�ak

i : v� v (where
possibly σa j � � for some j), their parallel composition s� s� : u� v � u� v is the
vperm

hσa1 �σ�a1
� � � � �σak �σ�ak

i�

where

�σ�σ���x� �
�

σ�x�� if 0 � x� jσj
σ��x�jσj�� jσj� if jσj� x� jσj� jσ�j

Let γ be �1 2� � Π�2� and consider ui � ni
1 � a1 � � � �� ni

k � ak, i � 1�2, in S�. The
interchange vperm γ�u1�u2� is the vperm hσa1 � � � � �σaki : u1 �u2 � u1 �u2 where

σa j �x� �

�
x�n2

j� if 0 � x� n1
j

x�n1
j� if n1

j � x� n1
j �n2

j

It is immediate to verify that ; is associative. Moreover, for each u � S�, the
vperm u � hida1 � � � � � idani : u� u, where ida j is the identity permutation, is an identity
for sequential composition. Finally, writing 0 for the empty multiset on S, the (unique)
vperm s : 0� 0, is a unit for parallel composition.



Now, for N a net, let SymN be the category whose objects are the elements of S�N
and whose arrows are the vperms s : u � u for u � S�N . It is easy to show that SymN
is a ssmc with respect to the given composition and tensor product, with identities and
unit element as explained above, and with the symmetry natural isomorphism given by
the collection γ � fγ�u�v�gu�v�SymN of the interchange vperms. Observe that, although
SymN is not strictly symmetric, it is so on the objects. More strongly, the objects form
a free commutative monoid, i.e., SymN � SSMC

�.
We can now define P �N� as the category which includes SymN as a subcategory

and has as additional arrows those defined by the following rules:

t : u� v in TN

t : u� v in P �N�

α : u� v and β : u�� v� in P �N�

α�β : u�u�� v� v� in P �N�

α : u� v and β : v� w in P �N�

α;β : u� w in P �N�

plus axioms expressing the fact that P �N� is a ssmc with composition ; , tensor �
(extending those already defined on vperms) and symmetry isomorphism γ, and the
following axioms involving transitions and vperms

t;s � t where t : u� v in TN and s : v� v in SymN �
s; t � t where t : u� v in TN and s : u� u in SymN �

�Ψ�

In other words, P �N� is built on the category SymN by adding the transitions of N
and freely closing with respect to sequential and parallel composition of arrows, so that
P �N� is made symmetric strict monoidal and axioms (Ψ) hold.

The relevant fact about P �N� is that its arrows represent exactly the concatenable
processes of N, i.e., P �N� represents the noninterleaving behaviour of N, including its
algebraic structure. (See [18] for proof and details.)

THEOREM 5.1. For any net N there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the
arrows of P �N� and the concatenable processes of N such that, for each u�v � S�N , the
arrows of type u � v correspond to the processes enabled by u and producing v, and
such that sequential and parallel composition (tensor product) of processes (arrows)
are respected.

Vperms play in this correspondence an absolutely fundamental role: SymN ac-
counts for the families of orderings f�aga�SN and f�aga�SN , which are the key to
concatenable processes, guaranteeing a correct treatment of sequential composition. In
other words, SymN is an algebraic representation of the ‘threads of causality’ in process
concatenation.

5.3. Axiomatising concatenable processes. Unfortunately, the concrete defini-
tion of vperms weakens considerably the essentially axiomatic character of P �N�, as
the laws which rule it remain partly concealed in SymN . The aim of this section is to
provide a fully axiomatic description of the concatenable processes of N obtained by
proving that P �N� is a quotient of the free ssmc on N [77]. The key to this result will
be an axiomatisation of the category of vperms SymN . We start by showing that we can
associate a free ssmc to each net N.



PROPOSITION 5.2. The forgetful functor U : SSMC� � Petri admits a left adjoint
F : Petri� SSMC�.

PROOF. Consider the category F�N� whose objects are the elements of S�N and
whose arrows are generated by the inference rules

u � S�N
idu : u� u in F�N�

a and b in SN

ca�b : a�b� b�a in F�N�

t : u� v in TN

t : u� v in F�N�

α : u� v and β : u�� v� in F�N�

α�β : u�u�� v� v� in F�N�

α : u� v and β : v� w in F�N�

α;β : u� w in F�N�

modulo the axioms expressing that F�N� is a strict monoidal category, namely,

α; idv � α� idu;α� and �α;β�;γ � α;�β;γ��

�α�β�� γ� α� �β� γ�� and id0�α� α� α� id0�(9)

idu� idv � idu�v� and �α�α��;�β�β�� � �α;β�� �α�;β���

the latter whenever the right-hand term is defined, and the following axioms

ca�b;cb�a � ida�b�(10)

cu�u� ;�β�α� � �α�β�;cv�v� � for α : u� v� β : u�� v��(11)

where cu�v for u�v � S�N denote any term obtained from ca�b for a�b � SN by applying
recursively the following rules (compare with axiom (4)):

c0�u � c0�u � idu�

ca�u�v � �ida� cu�v�;�ca�v� idu��(12)

cu�v�a � �cu�v� ida�;�idv� cu�a��

Observe that equation (11), in particular, equalises all the terms obtained from (12)
for fixed u and v. In fact, let cu�v and c�u�v be two such terms and take α and β to be,
respectively, the identities of u and v. Now, since idu� idv � idu�v � idv� idu, from (11)
we have that cu�v � c�u�v in F�N�. Then, we claim that the collection fcu�vgu�v�S�N

is a

symmetry natural isomorphism which makes F�N� into a ssmc and that, in addition,
F�N� is the free ssmc on N.

In order to show the first claim, observe that the naturality of c is expressed directly
from axiom (11). We need to check that for any u and v we have cu�v;cv�u � idu�v, which
follows from (10) by induction on the sum of the sizes of u and v.

As for the second, for C in SSMC�, the net U�C� is obtained by forgetting the
categorical structure of C. The markings and the transitions of U�C� are, respectively,
the objects and the arrows of C with the given sources and targets. Similarly, for F a
symmetric strict monoidal functor in SSMC�, U�F� is the net morphism whose com-
ponents are the restrictions of F to, respectively, arrows and objects. Consider the net
UF�N� and the net morphism η : N �UF�N�, where ηp is the identity homomorphism
and ηt is the obvious injection of TN in TUF�N�. One can then show (cf. [77] for the
details) that η is universal, i.e., that for any C in SSMC� and for any net morphism
f : N �U�C�, there is a unique symmetric strict monoidal functor F : F�N�� C which
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FIGURE 13. Some instances of the axioms of permutations

makes the following diagram commute.

N ��

η

��
f

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O UF�N�

��

U�F�

U�C�

Thus, establishing the adjunction F a U : Petri � SSMC�, we have identified
F�N�, the free ssmc on N, as a category generated, modulo appropriate equations, from
the net N viewed as a graph enriched with formal arrows idu, which play the role of the
identities, and ca�b for a�b � SN , which generate all the needed symmetries.

Our aim is to relate F�N� and P �N�. As a matter of fact, F�N� is positively more
concrete than P �N� and far from being isomorphic (or equivalent) to it. For example, for
a �� b in SN , we have ca�b �� ida�b in F�N�, whilst γ�a�b� � ida�b in P �N�. Therefore,
no symmetric monoidal functor Q : F�N�� P �N� can be mono. Also, F�N� possesses
no counterpart of axioms (Ψ). We shall see that these are precisely the differences
between F�N� and P �N�. Namely, we shall obtain P �N� as a quotient of F�N� by
enforcing the axioms outlined above. The next proposition, which is the adaptation to
ssmc’s of the usual notion of quotient algebras, provides the tool we shall use for this
purpose.

PROPOSITION 5.3. For C a ssmc, let R be a function which assigns to each pair of
objects a and b of C a binary relation Ra�b on the homset C�a�b�. Then, there exist a
ssmc C�R and a symmetric strict monoidal functor � �R : C� C�R such that

i) If f Ra�b f � then � f �R � � f ��R;



ii) For each symmetric strict monoidal H : C� D such that H� f � � H� f �� when-
ever fRa�b f �, there exists a unique K : C�R� D, which is necessarily symmet-
ric strict monoidal, such that the following diagram commutes.

C ��

� �R

��

H
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N C�R

��

K

D

PROOF. Take C�R to be the category whose objects are those of C, whose homset
C�R�a�b� is C�a�b��Ra�b, with composition of arrows given by �g�R � � f �R � �g� f �R,
and define � f �R� �g�R � � f �g�R.

Say that R is a congruence if Ra�b is an equivalence for each a and b and if R
respects composition, i.e., whenever fRa�b f � then, for all h : a� � a and k : b� b�, we
have �k � f � h�Ra��b��k � f � � h�. Call R a �-congruence if it is a congruence and it
similarly respects tensor. It is easy to check that, if R is a�-congruence, then the above
definition makes the quotient category C�R into a ssmc with symmetry isomorphisms
�γu�v�R and unit object e.

Observe now that, given R as in the hypothesis, it is always possible to find the
least�-congruenceR� which includes (componentwise)R. Then, take C�R to be C�R�

and � �R to be the obvious projection of C into C�R, which is clearly a symmetric strict
monoidal functor.

In order to show that P �N� is a monoidal quotient ofF�N�, we need a more abstract
understanding of the structure of the vperms of P �N�. To this aim, we shall make use
of the following lemma, originally proved in [52].

LEMMA 5.4. The symmetric group Π�n� is (isomorphic to) the group G freely gener-
ated from the set fτi j 1� i � ng, modulo the equations (see also Figure 13)

τiτi�1τi � τi�1τiτi�1�

τiτ j � τ jτi if ji� jj � 1�(13)

τiτi � e�

where e is the unit element of G.

The previous lemma is easily adapted to vperms by translating axioms (13) as
follows.

LEMMA 5.5. The arrows of SymN are freely generated by composition and tensor from
the vperms γ�a�a� : 2 � a � 2 � a, for a � SN, modulo the axioms (9) of strict monoidal
categories and the following additional axioms�

�ida� γ�a�a�� ; �γ�a�a�� ida�
�3

� id3	a�

γ�a�a�2 � id2	a�(14)

�idb� γ�a�a�� ; �γ�a�a�� idb� � id2	a�b� if a �� b � SN �

where f n indicates the composition of f with itself n times.

PROOF. See [77].



We are now ready to give the promised characterisation of P �N�.

PROPOSITION 5.6. P �N� is the monoidal quotient of the free ssmc on N modulo the
axioms

ca�b � ida�b� if a�b � SN and a �� b�(15)

s; t;s� � t� if t � TN and s�s� are symmetries.(16)

PROOF. We prove that P �N� is isomorphic to F�N��R, whereR is the congruence
for� and ; generated from equations (15) and (16).

Since P �N� belongs to SSMC�, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that, corresponding
to the net inclusion morphism N �UP �N�, there is a unique symmetric strict monoidal
functor Q : F�N�� P �N� which is the identity on the places and on the transitions of
N. In particular, Q is such that

Q�ca�b� � γ�a�b�� for a�b � SN�

For a �� b� SN , since γ�a�b�� ida�b, we have thatQ�ca�b� �Q�ida�b�. Moreover, since
symmetric monoidal functors map symmetries to symmetries, and since (16) holds
in P �N�, we have that Q�s; t;s�� � Q�s�; t;Q�s�� � t � Q�t� for s and s� in SymF�N�
and t � TN . In other words, Q equalises the pairs hca�b� ida�bi with a �� b � SN and the
pairs hs; t;s�� ti with s and s� symmetries and t � TN . Then, in force of Proposition 5.3
applied toQ, there is a (unique) symmetric strict monoidal functorH : F�N��R�P �N�
which is the identity on the objects and is such that

H��t�R� � t� for t � TN �

One can then prove thatH is an isomorphism by producing its inverse P �N��F�N��R
as the functor G which acts identically on the objects and is defined on the arrows by

G�t� � �t�R� if t � TN�

G�γ�a�a�� � �ca�a�R� if a � SN�

extended to identities, composition and tensor as usual: G�idu� � �idu�R, G�α;β� �
G�α� ; G�β�, and G�α�β� � G�α��G�β�. Notice that it follows from the definition of
P �N� and from Lemma 5.5 that the equations above define G uniquely.

The merit of this result is to describe the algebraic structure of P �N�, and thus
of the concatenable processes of N, in terms of universal constructions, namely the
construction on the free ssmc onPetri and a quotient construction on SSMC�, providing
in this way a completely abstract view of P �N�. It may be worth noticing in this context
that (15) is actually a problematic axiom: because of its negative premise, viz., a �� b,
it invalidates the freeness of F�N� on Petri. Even worse, F� ��R and P � � fail to be
functors from Petri to SSMC. On the other hand, axiom (15) plays very relevant a
role in capturing algebraically the essence of concatenable process, and it cannot be
dispensed with easily. A detailed study of this issue and a possible solution is provided
in [78, 76]. In particular, in loc. cit., a functorial and universal construction for net
computations is devised, based on a refinement of the notion of concatenable processes
called strongly concatenable processes.

Resuming our work, we give an alternative form of axiom (16).



COROLLARY 5.7. Axiom (16) in Proposition 5.6 can be replaced by the axioms

t;�idu� ca�a� idv� � t� if t � TN and a � SN�

�idu� ca�a� idv�; t � t� if t � TN and a � SN�(17)

PROOF. Since �idu� γa�a� idv� and all the identities are symmetries, axiom (16)
implies the present ones. It is easy to see that, on the other hand, the axioms above,
together with axiom (15), imply (16).

Let s : u� u by a symmetry ofF�N� and suppose s �� idu. By repeated applications
of (12), together with the functoriality of � , we obtain the following equality:

s � �idu1 � ca1�b1 � idv1�; � � � ;�iduh � cah�bh � idvh�

for some h � ω. Moreover, by exploiting axiom (15), we can drop every term in which
ai �� bi. Thus we have

s � �idu1 � ca1�a1 � idv1�; � � � ;�iduk � cak�ak � idvk �

for some k � h. Then, by this equation and by repeated applications of axioms (17),
one can prove s; t;s� � t.

Finally, the next corollary sums up the purely algebraic characterisation of the cat-
egory of concatenable processes that we illustrated here. In particular, it identifies in
algebraic terms the essential components of concatenable processes and the laws which
rule their sequential and parallel composition.

COROLLARY 5.8. The category P �N� of concatenable processes of N is the category
whose objects are the elements of S�N and whose arrows are generated by the inference
rules

u � S�N
idu : u� u in P �N�

a in SN

ca�a : a�a� a�a in P �N�

t : u� v in TN

t : u� v in P �N�

α : u� v and β : u�� v� in P �N�

α�β : u�u�� v� v� in P �N�

α : u� v and β : v� w in P �N�

α;β : u� w in P �N�

modulo the axioms expressing that P �N� is a strict monoidal category, namely,

α; idv � α� idu;α� and �α;β�;γ� α;�β;γ��

�α�β�� γ� α� �β� γ�� and id0�α� α� α� id0�

idu� idv � idu�v� and �α�α��;�β�β�� � �α;β�� �α�;β���

the latter whenever the right-hand term is defined, and the following axioms

ca�a;ca�a � ida�a�

t;�idu� ca�a� idv� � t� if t � TN�

�idu� ca�a� idv�; t � t� if t � TN�

cu�u� ;�β�α� � �α�β�;cv�v� � for α : u� v� β : u�� v��



where cu�v, for u�v � S�N , is obtained from ca�a by applying recursively the rules:

ca�b � ida�b� if a � 0 or b � 0 or �a�b � SN and a �� b��

ca�u�v � �ida� cu�v�;�ca�v� idu��

cu�v�a � �cu�v� ida�;�idv� cu�a��

PROOF. Observe that the terms and the axioms above are obtained normalising
those of F�N� with respect to ca�b � ida�b, for a �� b � SN , and then adding axioms (15)
and (17). The claim then follows immediately from Proposition 5.2, Proposition 5.6,
and Corollary 5.7.

6. Conclusions and Related Work

We have presented some examples of the use of category theory in understanding
the behaviour and structure of Petri nets and their relationships to other models for
concurrency. However, there are many further examples of applications of categorical
ideas in concurrency.

The results on categorical relationships between models is a small part of a general
picture, as illustrated in [80], in which a number of important constructions from con-
currency theory emerges as parts of (coreflective) ‘unfoldings’ and ‘sequentialisations’,
and (reflective) ‘determinizations’. Also, several results in the literature [74, 79, 62]
concern trace structures and other models for concurrency — including the pomsets of
Pratt [69] and the partial words of Grabowsky [28].

We have illustrated how to introduce bisimilarity for Petri nets following a gen-
eral pattern which automatically guarantees consistency with bisimilarity on a number
of related models. From the work on open maps, it was suggested in [35] to study
presheaves as models derived directly from path categories. Intuitively, a presheaf rep-
resents a system by ‘gluing’ together (an abstract set of) computation paths, and the
advantage of this approach is that a number of categorical concepts provide a uniform
notion of model of computation, as an alternative to the often ad hoc, concrete con-
structions adopted in the literature. Formally, given a path category P, the category bP
of presheaves over P consists of functors Pop � Set (where Set is the category of sets
with functions) as objects, and natural transformations between them as morphisms.
A presheaf F : Pop � Set can be thought of as specifying for each path object P, the
set F�P� of paths from P. It acts on a morphism m : P � Q in P to give a function
F�m� : F�Q�� F�P� saying how Q-paths restrict to P-paths.

Presheaves may thus be looked upon as labelled transition systems, where states
are (abstract representations of) sets of possible runs of the paths in P, labels are path
extensions, and the transitions describe how runs extend each other. Based on this view
of presheaves, [98] provided logical and game-theoretic characterisations of open maps
and their bisimulations on presheaves, which in turn may be specialised to concrete
models like Petri nets via uniform representations as presheaves. Also, i n recent work
by G. Winskel and others, these presheaf models have been used successfully in dealing
with higher-order models in concurrency [96, 15].

We then illustrated how to use categorical tools ‘in the small’, focusing our study at
level of single nets. Building on [45, 18, 77], we described the concatenable processes



of a Petri net N in terms of universal constructions, providing in such a way an abstract,
fully axiomatic presentation of their algebraic structure. In particular, Corollary 5.8
provides a term algebra and an equational theory of the concatenable processes of N.
Technically, relying on the characterisation of the concatenable processes of N as the
arrows of the symmetric strict monoidal category P �N�, the result was illustrated by
showing (cf. Proposition 5.6) that P �N� is the quotient of the free symmetric strict
monoidal category on N modulo two simple axioms. The proof of this fact makes
an essential use of the axiomatisation of SymN , the category of symmetries of P �N�,
provided by Lemma 5.5.

It is worth noticing that lifting these result to the totality of nets is rather prob-
lematic, as the negative premise of axiom (15) — essential from the computational
viewpoint — breaks the freeness of F�N� on Petri and makes P � � fail to be functor
from Petri to SSMC. The interested reader is referred to [78] for a detailed study of the
problem, and for a suggested solution based on a refined notion of so-called strongly
concatenable processes.

An aspect of Petri nets we did not touch in this paper is their use as a semantic basis
to interpret concurrent languages (see for example [90, 64, 25, 17]), an application that
clearly calls for a ‘process algebra-like’ description of nets and, possibly, for a suitable
abstract characterisation of it. And in fact, the literature is rich of examples of process
algebras over nets, as, e.g., [54, 27, 8, 51, 58] (see also the early [19, 13, 99, 38, 70] on
compositionality issues). Observe that category theory can clearly play an interesting
role in this, as we are called to consider the totality of nets, as in Part 1, focusing this
time — as in Part 2 — on algebraic and compositional aspects. We conclude this paper
explaining the basic ideas underlying the algebra of nets presented in [58], and how it
may be related to the categorical approach we have taken here.

The approach is entirely based on a notion of interface for Petri nets. Informally, an
interface for a net N is a selection of places and transitions of N which specifies what
parts of N are public, i.e., accessible to the environment, and what parts are private
to N. The private places and transitions cannot be accessed and, therefore, they cannot
be used for connecting N with other nets. Net interfaces are built out of two compo-
nents: an ‘input’ interface, consisting of places, and an ‘output’ interface, consisting
of transitions. Intuitively, the input interface provides the buffers in which the tokens
arriving from the environment are gathered, whilst the output interface sends tokens out
to the environment.

Drawing on the experience of developments in concurrency theory, one aims at
defining a minimal set of net combinators expressive enough to form a rudimentary
calculus of nets. This should certainly include operations allowing (forms of) com-
munication and parallel composition (and, to make easier the description of (large)
modular systems, also operations as relabelling and hiding). However, in order to avoid
a chaotic ‘structural’ calculus where everything is permitted, it is obvious that some
restrictions on the allowed connections via places and transitions must be imposed. In-
terfaces readily suggest a reasonable discipline of interaction: connections between nets
should go from outputs to inputs, involving only public components. This formalises
the well-motivated and solid intuition that the only allowed interactions are achieved by
sending and receiving along interfaces, to be thought of as communication channels.



The main way of combining nets provided in [58] therefore consists of connecting
the outputs of one net to the inputs of another net and, possibly, vice versa, as schemat-
ically shown by the following picture.

N0 N1

Following the principle of considering as simple operations as possible, this is realised
by two more basic combinators: par� � �, which puts its two arguments side by side,
and add� �, which augments its argument by a new arc from an interface-transition to
an interface-place. The operation above is then obtained by repeatedly applying add� �
to par�N0�N1�.

Observe that add� � in isolation provides an interesting form of recursion consist-
ing of feeding back outputs to inputs, and represents a bridge to structures of recent
common interest in category theory and in computer science: the traced monoidal cat-
egories [36, 40], i.e., monoidal categories equipped with an feedback operation com-
pletely analogous to the one discussed above. Algebraic structures based on a central
operation of iteration, or feedback — inspired by flowcharts and program schemata —
have appeared rather early in computer science, see, e.g., [22, 2, 85, 86, 51] and [10],
that offers for a thorough exposition of so-called ‘iteration theory’ and more references.
The advent of traced monoidal categories, though, has recently revived interest in using
such abstract structures in semantics of computation, as e.g., in [1, 37, 31, 32]. Obvi-
ously, the calculus of [58] fits nets into this framework very nicely, although some of
the details still need to be clarified.
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